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1 Project Description
This Utility Statement has been prepared by Technical and Development Services (Northern) Ltd on behal
f of Redrow Yorkshire Ltd. in relation to a proposed residential development at Bradford Road, Huddersfi
eld.
The purpose of the report is to identify the impact of the proposed development site on existing electricity,
gas, water, and telecoms infrastructure.
The site consists of agricultural land accessed from Bradford Road and bounded by Shepherds Thorn Lane
to the East.
The red edge location plan shows the proposed development area which compromises approximately
24.89 acres (10.04 hectares).
The grid reference for centre of the site is: (X: 415163, Y: 420609)
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2 Review of Existing Infrastructure
2.1 Electricity
2.1.1 Northern Powergrid
The existing electricity infrastructure within the vicinity of the site is owned and operated by Northern
Powergrid as a licenced Distribution Network Operator. The below plan shows existing Northern Powergrid
infrastructure records in the vicinity of the site. (For more detailed plans see the APPENDIX 1).

There is a Low Voltage cable (in duct hence green) which crosses the existing site entrance and a further
Low Voltage cable which runs into the search area from the main site entrance on Bradford Road. This
connects to one of the main Villa Farm properties.
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There is a Low Voltage cable crossing the entrance of Shepherds Thorn Lane. A Low Voltage ducted cable
also runs North along Shepherds Thorn Lane and connects to no. 2 Shepherds Thorn Lane.
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2.2 Gas
2.2.1 Northern Gas Networks
The existing gas infrastructure within the vicinity of the site is owned and operated by Northern Gas
Networks as a licenced Gas Transporter. The below plan shows existing Northern Gas Networks
infrastructure records in the vicinity of the site. (For more detailed plans see the APPENDIX 1).

Northern Gas Networks have Low Pressure mains crossing both site entrances on Bradford Road and
Bradley Road.
On Bradford Road the main crossing the existing site entrance is a 63mm PE main and the main crossing
the Bradley Road site entrance is a 9” Cast Iron main.
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2.3 Water
2.3.1 Yorkshire Water
The existing water infrastructure within the vicinity of the site is owned and operated by Yorkshire Water
as a licenced water network operator. The below plan shows existing Yorkshire Water infrastructure
records in the vicinity of the site. (For more detailed plans see the APPENDIX 1).
Clean water:

There is a 4” Cast Iron main crossing the existing site entrance on Bradford Road. There is also a stub main
which runs to the North of 686 Bradford Road before terminating. On Bradley Road there is a 4” Cast Iron
main which crosses the site entrance road and it should be noted that there is a note on Yorkshire Water
asset plans stating N/F MAR 99 (Not found in March 1999).
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Wastewater:

There are no Yorkshire Water sewer mains within the search area, but they do have sewers in close
proximity to both site entrances.
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2.4 Telecoms
2.4.1 BT Openreach
BT Openreach own and operate existing telecommunications infrastructure within the vicinity of the
proposed site under its rights derived from the telecommunications act. The below plan shows existing BT
Openreach infrastructure records in the vicinity of the site. (For more detailed plans see the APPENDIX 1).

On Bradford Road there is an overhead BT cable which crosses the existing site entrance. On Bradley Road
there is an underground cable which runs to a pole in front of number 2 Shepherds Thorn Lane. This pole
provides connections to properties. From this point on Shepherds Thorn Lane, BT cables run both overhead
(supported by poles) and underground (with chambers) to the North and adjoining the search area.
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2.4.2 Virgin Media
Virgin Media own and operate existing telecommunications infrastructure within the vicinity of the
proposed site under its rights derived from the telecommunications act. The below plan shows existing
Virgin Media infrastructure records in the vicinity of the site. (For more detailed plans see the APPENDIX
1).

There are Virgin Media duct trenches / cables crossing both site entrances. At the site entrance at the
junction of Bradley Road / Shepherds Thorn Lane there is also a chamber with a ducted trench / cable
running North for a short section towards the proposed development.
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2.4.3 City Fibre
City Fibre own and operate existing telecommunications infrastructure within the vicinity of the proposed
site under its rights derived from the telecommunications act. The below plan shows existing City Fibre
infrastructure records in the vicinity of the site. (For more detailed plans see the APPENDIX 1).

There are City Fibre cables crossing both site entrances. At the site entrance at the junction of Bradley
Road / Shepherds Thorn Lane there is also a cable running North to no. 2 Shepherds Thorn Lane and a
further cable crossing the carriageway to the South of Bradley Road.
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3 Development Impact on Existing Infrastructure
3.1 Electricity
4.1.1 Northern Powergrid
Northern Powergird Low Voltage (415V) infrastructure crossing the site may be affected by the proposed
development.

3.2 Gas
4.2.1 Northern Gas Networks
Northern Gas Networks Low Pressure infrastructure crossing the site entrance may be affected by the
proposed development.

3.3 Water
4.3.1 Yorkshire Water
Clean Water
Yorkshire Water distribution infrastructure crossing the site entrance may be affected by the proposed
development.

Water Water
Yorkshire Water wastewater infrastructure may be affected by the proposed development.

3.4 Telecoms
3.4.1 BT Openreach
BT Openreach duct and chambers crossing the site entrance may be affected by the proposed
development.

3.4.2 Virgin Media
Virgin Media duct and chambers crossing the site entrance may be affected by the proposed development.

3.4.3 City Fibre
City Fibre duct and chambers crossing the site entrance may be affected by the proposed development.
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4 Points of Connection
4.1 Electricity
4.1.1 Northern Powergrid - (576kVA)
In order to determine the capacity of the local electricity network to service the site, an application was
made to Northern Powergrid for a point of connection. The requested load was 576kVA based on gas
heated properties.
A response has been received from Northern Powergrid, dated: 29th March 2021, reference ENQ23011022.
The specified point of connection is from the High Voltage 11,000V network on Bradley Road network
approximately 250meters from the site entrance.
A substation will be required onsite, allow a space of 5m x 5m onsite for a substation.
The below plan shows the location of the connection.
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4.1.1 Northern Powergrid - (1215kVA)
In order to determine the capacity of the local electricity network to service the site, an application was
made to Northern Powergrid for a point of connection. The total requested load was 1215kVA based on
ASHP.
A response has been received from Northern Powergrid, dated: 7th April 2021, reference ENQ23011615.
The specified point of connection is from the High Voltage 11,000V network on Bradley Road network
approximately 250meters from the site entrance.
Two substations will be required onsite, allow a space of 5m x 5m onsite for a substation.
The below plan shows the location of the connection.
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4.2 Gas
4.2.1 Northern Gas Network
In order to determine the capacity of the local gas network to service the site, an application was made to
Northern Gas Network for a land enquiry.
A response has been received from Northern Gas Networks, dated: 10th March 2021, reference:
1000027816. The specified point of connection is from the low pressure 6” CI main opposite the site
entrance on Bradford Road.
The below plan shows the location of the connection.
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4.3 Water
4.3.1 Yorkshire Water
In order to determine the capacity of the local water network to service the site, an application was made
to Yorkshire Water for a pre-development enquiry.
A response has been received from Yorkshire Water, dated 25th March 2021, reference U167858. The
specified point of connection is from the 4” CI main at the site entrance.
The below plan shows the location of the connection.
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5 Summary
It can be concluded from the formal responses received from the host asset owners of the gas, water, and
electricity infrastructure that all the main utilities are all available within the local area to serve the
proposed development. These connection points are within the local road network with minimal impact
on the surrounding environment.
Existing infrastructure, specifically within the site entrance area, may be affected by the proposed
development.
The electricity connection could be provided from a High Voltage cable on Bradley Road approximately
250meters from the site entrance. A substation will be required onsite, allow a space of 5m x 5m onsite for
the substation.
The gas point of connection will be from a low-pressure main opposite the site entrance on Bradford Road.
The water point of connection will be from existing distribution mains at the site entrance on Bradford
Road.
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APPENDIX 1 – Existing Infrastructure
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Terms and Conditions
Electric cables and/or overhead line
information shown on the record plans are to
be used in accordance with the Health &
Safety Executive's Booklet HS(G)47,
"Avoiding Danger from Underground Services"
and Guidance Note GS 6, "Avoidance of
Danger from Overhead Electric Lines".
Record plans do not always show out of
commission cables or service cables from
Northern Powergrid\'s mains to adjoining or
cross road properties.
Plans do not show local authority owned
public lighting or sign cables. The information
is provided as a service by NorthernPowergrid
and does not impart any legal obligation on
their part.
Persons using it are reminded of their
responsibility to execute works safely to avoid
damaging Northern Powergrid\'s apparatus.
Further advice or assistance is available from
the Records Information Centre on 0191
2294296
In an emergency or outside normal working
hours contact our customer information centre
on 0800 668877
Cable depths shown were correct at the time
cables were laid however alterations to ground
levels or cable disposition may have taken
place.
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Terms and Conditions
Electric cables and/or overhead line
information shown on the record plans are to
be used in accordance with the Health &
Safety Executive's Booklet HS(G)47,
"Avoiding Danger from Underground Services"
and Guidance Note GS 6, "Avoidance of
Danger from Overhead Electric Lines".
Record plans do not always show out of
commission cables or service cables from
Northern Powergrid\'s mains to adjoining or
cross road properties.
Plans do not show local authority owned
public lighting or sign cables. The information
is provided as a service by NorthernPowergrid
and does not impart any legal obligation on
their part.
Persons using it are reminded of their
responsibility to execute works safely to avoid
damaging Northern Powergrid\'s apparatus.
Further advice or assistance is available from
the Records Information Centre on 0191
2294296
In an emergency or outside normal working
hours contact our customer information centre
on 0800 668877
Cable depths shown were correct at the time
cables were laid however alterations to ground
levels or cable disposition may have taken
place.
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Terms and Conditions
Electric cables and/or overhead line
information shown on the record plans are to
be used in accordance with the Health &
Safety Executive's Booklet HS(G)47,
"Avoiding Danger from Underground Services"
and Guidance Note GS 6, "Avoidance of
Danger from Overhead Electric Lines".
Record plans do not always show out of
commission cables or service cables from
Northern Powergrid\'s mains to adjoining or
cross road properties.
Plans do not show local authority owned
public lighting or sign cables. The information
is provided as a service by NorthernPowergrid
and does not impart any legal obligation on
their part.
Persons using it are reminded of their
responsibility to execute works safely to avoid
damaging Northern Powergrid\'s apparatus.
Further advice or assistance is available from
the Records Information Centre on 0191
2294296
In an emergency or outside normal working
hours contact our customer information centre
on 0800 668877
Cable depths shown were correct at the time
cables were laid however alterations to ground
levels or cable disposition may have taken
place.
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Electric cables and/or overhead line
information shown on the record plans are to
be used in accordance with the Health &
Safety Executive's Booklet HS(G)47,
"Avoiding Danger from Underground Services"
and Guidance Note GS 6, "Avoidance of
Danger from Overhead Electric Lines".
Record plans do not always show out of
commission cables or service cables from
Northern Powergrid\'s mains to adjoining or
cross road properties.
Plans do not show local authority owned
public lighting or sign cables. The information
is provided as a service by NorthernPowergrid
and does not impart any legal obligation on
their part.
Persons using it are reminded of their
responsibility to execute works safely to avoid
damaging Northern Powergrid\'s apparatus.
Further advice or assistance is available from
the Records Information Centre on 0191
2294296
In an emergency or outside normal working
hours contact our customer information centre
on 0800 668877
Cable depths shown were correct at the time
cables were laid however alterations to ground
levels or cable disposition may have taken
place.
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1

Electric cables and/or overhead line
information shown on the record plans are to
be used in accordance with the Health &
Safety Executive's Booklet HS(G)47,
"Avoiding Danger from Underground Services"
and Guidance Note GS 6, "Avoidance of
Danger from Overhead Electric Lines".
Record plans do not always show out of
commission cables or service cables from
Northern Powergrid\'s mains to adjoining or
cross road properties.
Plans do not show local authority owned
public lighting or sign cables. The information
is provided as a service by NorthernPowergrid
and does not impart any legal obligation on
their part.
Persons using it are reminded of their
responsibility to execute works safely to avoid
damaging Northern Powergrid\'s apparatus.
Further advice or assistance is available from
the Records Information Centre on 0191
2294296
In an emergency or outside normal working
hours contact our customer information centre
on 0800 668877
Cable depths shown were correct at the time
cables were laid however alterations to ground
levels or cable disposition may have taken
place.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas
Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, may be present in this area. Information with regard to
such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy
thereof cannot be guaranteed. Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be
anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution Network, or their
agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and
establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your
responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas
apparatus. The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
Scale in metres

This plan is reproduced or
based on the OS map by
Northern Gas Networks,
with the sanction of the
controller of HM Stationary
Office. Crown Copyright
Reserved.
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas
Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, may be present in this area. Information with regard to
such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy
thereof cannot be guaranteed. Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be
anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution Network, or their
agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and
establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your
responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas
apparatus. The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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with the sanction of the
controller of HM Stationary
Office. Crown Copyright
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This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution Network in their roles as Licensed Gas
Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or otherwise privately owned, may be present in this area. Information with regard to
such pipes should be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty, the accuracy
thereof cannot be guaranteed. Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc. are not shown but their presence should be
anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution Network, or their
agents, servants or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be used to verify and
establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and other apparatus on site before any mechanical plant is used. It is your
responsibility to ensure that this information is provided to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas
apparatus. The information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date of issue.
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Important Information - please read The purpose of this plan is to identify Virgin Media apparatus. We have
tried to make it as accurate as possible but we cannot warrant its accuracy. In addition, we caution that
within Virgin Media apparatus there may be instances where mains voltage power cables have been placed
inside green, rather than black ducting. Further details can be found using the "Affected Postcodes.pdf",
which can be downloaded from this website. Therefore, you must not rely solely on this plan if you are
carrying out any excavation or other works in the vicinity of Virgin Media apparatus. The actual position of
any underground service must be verified by cable detection equipment, etc. and established on site before
any mechanical plant is used. Accordingly, unless it is due to the negligence of Virgin Media, its employees
or agents, Virgin Media will not have any liability for any omissions or inaccuracies in the plan or for any loss
or damage caused or arising from the use of and/or any reliance on this plan. This plan is produced by
Virgin Media Limited (c) Crown copyright and database rights 2020 Ordnance Survey 100019209.
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Important Information - please read The purpose of this plan is to identify Virgin Media apparatus. We have
tried to make it as accurate as possible but we cannot warrant its accuracy. In addition, we caution that
within Virgin Media apparatus there may be instances where mains voltage power cables have been placed
inside green, rather than black ducting. Further details can be found using the "Affected Postcodes.pdf",
which can be downloaded from this website. Therefore, you must not rely solely on this plan if you are
carrying out any excavation or other works in the vicinity of Virgin Media apparatus. The actual position of
any underground service must be verified by cable detection equipment, etc. and established on site before
any mechanical plant is used. Accordingly, unless it is due to the negligence of Virgin Media, its employees
or agents, Virgin Media will not have any liability for any omissions or inaccuracies in the plan or for any loss
or damage caused or arising from the use of and/or any reliance on this plan. This plan is produced by
Virgin Media Limited (c) Crown copyright and database rights 2020 Ordnance Survey 100019209.
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Important Information - please read The purpose of this plan is to identify Virgin Media apparatus. We have
tried to make it as accurate as possible but we cannot warrant its accuracy. In addition, we caution that
within Virgin Media apparatus there may be instances where mains voltage power cables have been placed
inside green, rather than black ducting. Further details can be found using the "Affected Postcodes.pdf",
which can be downloaded from this website. Therefore, you must not rely solely on this plan if you are
carrying out any excavation or other works in the vicinity of Virgin Media apparatus. The actual position of
any underground service must be verified by cable detection equipment, etc. and established on site before
any mechanical plant is used. Accordingly, unless it is due to the negligence of Virgin Media, its employees
or agents, Virgin Media will not have any liability for any omissions or inaccuracies in the plan or for any loss
or damage caused or arising from the use of and/or any reliance on this plan. This plan is produced by
Virgin Media Limited (c) Crown copyright and database rights 2020 Ordnance Survey 100019209.
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28 May 2021

Your contact: Justin Knight
Connections Input Services
Direct Dial: 01132415208
Justin.Knight@Northernpowergrid.com
Your Ref: Bradley Villa
Enquiry number: ENQ23011022, QUO24010418
www.northernpowergrid.com/competition-in-connections
Date: 29 Mar 2021

C/O Ms Alex Kelly
T.D.S. (NORTHERN) LTD
Northern House
3a Kennerleys Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5EQ
United Kingdom
Dear Ms Alex Kelly
Quotation for the provision of a high voltage point of connection to the distribution system for your
development at BRADLEY ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2JU by Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc
Thank you for asking us to provide you with a Quotation for the work required to provide a Point of
Connection to the Distribution System at the above address (the “POC”).
Following your recent application, we have reviewed your requirements and I am pleased to confirm
that we can provide you with the POC with a maximum import capacity of 576kVA, and a maximum
export capacity of 0kVA. Consequently, this Quotation constitutes our formal offer to provide the POC
and I would be grateful if you could note the terms and conditions contained in Part 3, which include, in
Paragraph 1, the Definitions, applicable to this Quotation.
NOTICE THAT YOU ARE REQUIRED TO PAY CONNECTION OFFER EXPENSES, IF YOU PROVIDED US WITH
THE MINIMUM INFORMATION NECESSARY TO PREPARE THIS QUOTATION ON OR AFTER 6 APRIL 2018
Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc (“Northern Powergrid”) HEREBY GIVES YOU NOTICE that it requires
you to pay connection offer expenses (commonly known as assessment and design fees) in respect of
this Quotation.
a)

The amount of connection offer expenses to be paid by you is £620.00 plus VAT;

b)
The amount of connection offer expenses you are required to pay in respect of this Quotation
has been determined by taking into account the costs we have incurred in preparing it, which include:
i)
Identifying the most appropriate point on the Distribution System at which the Connection can
be made and determining the assets that are required to make that Connection;
ii)
Assessing whether the Connection and/or the required capacity may have an impact on the
Distribution System and/or on a transmission system and whether any reinforcement of the Distribution
System is required; and
iii)
The engineering and administrative time required to process your application and to design the
specific technical solution and offer terms for the Connection, including any discussions with you in
respect of your requirements.

NORTHERN POWERGRID
is the trading name of Northern Powergrid (Northeast) Limited (Registered No: 2906593) and Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc (Registered No: 4112320)
Registered Office: Lloyds Court, 78 Grey Street, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 6AF. Registered in England and Wales.
If you would like an audio copy of this letter or a copy in large type, Braille or another language, please call 0800 169 7602

www.northernpowergrid.com

Please note that, typically, larger capacities will have a greater impact on the Distribution System and
incur more engineering and administrative time in order to provide a quotation.
c)
We will send you an invoice shortly in respect of the connection offer expenses. You must settle
that invoice and, therefore, pay the connection offer expenses by no later than 14 days from the date of
that invoice. Please note we will use the details below to issue the Connection Offer Expenses invoice, if
this
is
incorrect
please
contact
your
single
point
of
contact
or
email
CinC.Connections@northernpowergrid.com;
Northern House
3a Kennerleys Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5EQ

d)

You may make that payment by one of the methods set out in Part 5 of this Quotation; and

e)
Section 23 of the Electricity Act 1989 (the “Act”) provides that any dispute arising under sections
16 to 21 of the Act between an electricity distributor and a person requiring a connection may be
referred to the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (the “Authority”) for determination. Any such
dispute must be referred to the Authority within 12 months of the date on which the relevant
connection is made. The Authority operates through Ofgem, which can be contacted at 9 Millbank,
London, SW1P 3GE. Telephone: 0207 901 7000.
Paragraph 6.2 of the terms and conditions contained in Part 3 provide that, if you fail to make any
payment, including payment of the connection offer expenses specified in this notice, when due we
have the right to suspend all of our obligations under the Contract until such time as payment is made.
In accordance with your request, this Quotation is made on the basis that you do not require Northern
Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets and that you will enter into an agreement with either another
Distribution Network Operator (“DNO”) or with an Independent Distribution Network Operator
(“IDNO”) to adopt your proposed assets.
Following receipt of your design submission, where applicable, we will identify if there are any
additional costs associated with BRADLEY ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2JU BY Northern Powergrid
(Yorkshire) plc adopting your proposed assets and will provide you with a separate quotation in that
respect. The final connection to the Distribution System can only take place following receipt of your
acceptance of that separate quotation and the associated payment.
Additional contestable work you have asked us to undertake
You have also asked us to provide two HV Closing Straight Joint (11kV) (the “Additional Contestable
Work”), which is one of the Contestable Input Services we make available to ICPs that do not hold the
relevant National Electricity Registration Scheme (“NERS”) or Northern Powergrid
accreditation/authorisations or are unable to secure their own resource to carry out the contestable
elements of a new connection.
The cost of the Additional Contestable Work is £1,142.73 plus VAT, as set out in the Schedule of
Contestable
Input
Services
which
can
be
found
on
our
web
site
at:
www.northernpowergrid.com/competition-in-connections
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This quotation is valid until «VALIDITY90DAYS»

How much will it cost?
The non-contestable work required to facilitate provision of the POC, will cost:
Price of the Works

£5,606.96

Plus VAT at 20%

£1,121.39

Total cost

£6,728.35

The Additional Contestable Work will cost:

Price of the Works

£1,142.73

Plus VAT at 20 %

£228.55

Total cost

£1,371.28

Full details of the Work required are included within part 2 of this Quotation.
Although you have asked us to undertake the Additional Contestable Work, we will apply the provisions
of Standard Licence Condition 15 of our electricity distribution licence (“SLC15”) to this Quotation and
to the work required to provide the POC.
This Quotation is valid for 90 days from the date of this letter and you are required to submit a design
for approval or inspection within 90 days of acceptance of the Quotation.
The Electricity (Connection Charges) Regulations 2002 and the Electricity (Connection Charges)
Regulations 2017
The Connection does not utilise assets that would result in us either requiring you to pay a charge in
respect of relevant expenses under the Electricity (Connections Charges) Regulations 2002 or issuing a
demand to you for a reimbursement payment under the Electricity (Connections Charges) Regulations
2017.
How long will it take?
Non-contestable reinforcement of the Distribution System is required to facilitate provision of the POC.
This work will typically take 6 from your acceptance of this Quotation. For more information please see
Part 1 (Quotation Details). If we are undertaking non-contestable work only, the applicable timescales
will be in accordance with SLC15, once we have completed the required reinforcement and subject to
completion of all necessary consents.
No reinforcement is required to facilitate provision of the POC and, if we are undertaking noncontestable work only, the applicable timescales will be in accordance with SLC15, subject to
completion of all necessary consents.
Your Quotation consists of this letter and the following 4 parts:
Part 1 – The Quotation details;
«DOCDATE»
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Part 2 – The Quotation for Northern Powergrid to carry out the non-contestable work and any
contestable work you have asked us to do and the Quotation Acceptance Form;
Part 3 – Terms and Conditions; and
Part 5 – Ways to pay.
What you need to do next in order to accept the Quotation and go ahead with the Work
If you would like to go ahead and accept the terms of this Quotation, all you need to do initially is:
1.

Complete and return a signed copy of the Quotation Acceptance Form; and

2.

Provide your payment details (or your cheque, if you wish to pay by that method).

Once we have received your signed Quotation Acceptance Form and your payment, the contract for the
provision of the POC will comprise Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the Quotation.
One of our project managers will contact you or your ICP, as appropriate, to discuss the Work and agree
a mutually convenient date for it to be carried out.
Data protection
We take data protection seriously and, when we obtain your personal information for the purpose of
providing our connection service to you, we will keep that information secure and process it in
accordance with our privacy policy, which is available for you to read at
www.northernpowergrid.com/privacy-policy.
In the event that we speak to you on the telephone about your connection, those telephone calls may
be recorded for quality assurance purposes and we may collect personal information about you during
those calls.
We will use the personal information you give us in order to process your connection request (including
to process your payment), enter into a contract with you to provide the new or altered connection,
deliver the work required and to monitor the standard of the service we provide to you when we
undertake the Works. We will not use any of your personal information for marketing purposes.
However, to ensure that we provide our customers with a high standard of service, we use an
independent research company, Explain Market Research Limited, to carry out customer satisfaction
surveys on our behalf. Consequently, if the service we provide to you falls within one of the categories
in respect of which we are required by our electricity distribution licence to carry out a customer
satisfaction survey, we will share your personal information with Explain Market Research Limited who
may contact you to carry out that brief survey.
If something goes wrong and you would like to complain about our level of customer service
We are committed to providing excellent customer service but are aware that, occasionally, we may not
live up to your expectations. If this happens and we are unable to resolve your complaint about the
level of customer service we have provided and you are either a domestic customer or a micro business
customer, you may have the right to refer your complaint to Ombudsman Services: Energy for a
decision, which is a free and independent service. The website address of Ombudsman Services: Energy
is www.ombudsman-services.org/sectors/energy.
You can contact us using the details at the top of this letter and obtain further details about our
complaints process, including on how you may refer a complaint to Ombudsman Services: Energy, from
the “Making a Complaint” section on the following page of our web site:
https://www.northernpowergrid.com/help-and-information/getconnected/how-do-i-get-connected
Determination of disputes
«DOCDATE»
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We will endeavour to resolve any issues you may have. However, you are able to refer any dispute
arising under sections 16 to 21 of the Act to the Authority for determination, as set out on page 2 of this
Quotation.
I hope this Quotation meets your requirements but, if you have any questions about the Quotation or
the Work, please do not hesitate to contact me by telephone or email using the details at the top of this
letter.
Yours sincerely,

Justin Knight
Design Engineer

«DOCDATE»
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Part 1 – The Quotation details
POC details
We have used the information you provided within your application to produce a quotation for a POC to
the Distribution System with a maximum import capacity of 576kVA and a maximum export capacity of
at BRADLEY ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2JU (the “POC”). The POC will be Three phase 11000V +6% or –
6% @ 50Hz AC +1% or – 1%. The POC will be as shown on the attached drawing.
If you conclude that you are unable to use the POC due to congestion or other issues, we will work with
you to agree a revised point of connection to the Distribution System and provide you with a new
quotation accordingly. Please note, however, that Northern Powergrid will not be liable for any
additional costs associated with the need to provide you with a revised point of connection.
The load you propose to connect
As you did not provide details in your request of any motors that will be connected to your or to the End
User’s installation, this Quotation has been produced on that basis and, therefore, does not make
allowance for the connection of any motors. Our approval will be required, if you or the End User need
to install any motors in the future because the starting currents can cause voltage disturbances on the
Distribution System.
As you did not provide in your request any harmonic information for any equipment you propose to
connect, this Quotation has been produced on that basis and, therefore, does not make allowance for
such equipment. If you or the End User install any equipment that generates harmonics, you or the End
User must make us aware of that installation before the Connection is energised.
Use of the POC will be in accordance with the Distribution Code, which imposes certain duties. Please
note, in particular, that the Distribution Code imposes certain obligations on the User, as defined in the
Distribution Code, regarding voltage disturbances and harmonic distortion caused by certain types of
equipment. You or the End User are required to comply with the relevant provisions of the Distribution
Code, which can be found at www.dcode.org.uk
The electrical equipment or apparatus used at the Premises must not exceed the levels stated in
National Engineering Recommendations P28, P29 and G5/4, as amended and, if appropriate, as
modified by us.


P28 covers planning limits for voltage fluctuations caused by industrial, commercial and domestic
equipment in the United Kingdom;



P29 covers planning limits for voltage unbalance in the United Kingdom; and



G5/4 sets out the limits for harmonics in the United Kingdom supply system.

Copies of these documents can be obtained from the Energy Networks Association via its website at
www.energynetworks.org/electricity.
If the proposed assets or any electrical installation(s) connected to them cause undue electrical
interference, due to voltage fluctuation and/or harmonic distortion arising either directly or indirectly
from their operation, either to the Distribution System or to the installations of other parties connected
to the Distribution System, you may be required to take such action as we consider necessary in order
to reduce the interference to an acceptable level and to bear the associated cost.
Embedded Generation
As you have not provided details relating to any proposed generation at the Premises, generation,
which operates in parallel with the Distribution System, must not be installed without our approval.
Consequently, this Quotation has been provided on the basis that generation will not be installed at the
Premises. If that is not the case, you will have to apply for a new point of connection to the Distribution
System.
«DOCDATE»
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Any new or additional generation, which will operate in parallel with the Distribution System, must not
be installed without our permission. If any generation is to be operated in parallel with the Distribution
System you or the End User will need to apply and provide details of the generation it is proposed to
connect.
Requirements for Generators
If you accept this Quotation, you must comply with the requirements of the Energy Networks
Association’s G98 and G99 engineering recommendation documents, as appropriate.
If you fail to comply with the requirements of G98 or G99, as appropriate or any other pre-qualifying
criteria, we will not be able to energise your connection until such a time as that non-compliance is
rectified.
Further details can be found at the following links:
http://www.energynetworks.org/electricity/engineering/distributed-generation/engineeringrecommendation-g83.html
http://www.energynetworks.org/electricity/engineering/distributed-generation/engineeringrecommendation-g59.html
Power Factor
For the purposes of both the import and export capacity the site power factor shall be between 0.95
lagging to unity. The lagging power factor means that the site is either importing or exporting (as
applicable) both VArs and Watts.
Any End User’s installation connected to your proposed assets must be designed and constructed so as
to be capable of operation throughout the range of the power factor stated above and must always
operate within this range.
Where you require Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets, in the future we may need you,
or the End User to operate the installation at a different power factor. You, or the End User, will operate
the installation at a particular power factor if instructed to do so by us. You, or the End User, will be
notified of any changes to the power factor as required by us from time to time. Any such changes will
be detailed in a revised Connection Agreement between Northern Powergrid and you or the End User.
POC Information
A drawing providing an indication of the location of the POC is attached to this Quotation. You are
responsible for locating a suitable jointing position at the Premises in the vicinity of the POC. The
following will also apply:
New connection:

The adoptable cable required is 3 x 1c 300Al TXLPE 11kV cables (two cables
looped into your substation).

Diversion works:

You must install 4c.300Wf LV cable SNE with 35mm CNE 5th core strapper
and 3c.300Wf CNE LV cable (as shown in attached quote plan).

Substation Earthing
This site is part of the global earth system and as such we require that the HV and LV earths are
combined.
If a substation is to be adopted by Northern Powergrid, the earthing system must comply with Northern
Powergrid’s Code of Practice IMP/010/011 for Earthing LV Networks and HV Distribution Substations.


Where a site has been classified as cold, there is a requirement to install an additional electrode
in the form of a bare earth conductor of 70mm square cross-sectional area. Where achievable,
this electrode will be 80m long and installed on the bottom of the trench, below the cables, in

«DOCDATE»
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direct contact with the surrounding soil with a clearance of 500mm from hessian-covered or plain
tape-armoured conductors and 200mm where the cable has an insulated outer sheath. Where
cost-excand with a minimum depth of 600mm, surrounded by non-corrosive soil of fine texture,
firmly compacted and with a minimum clearance of 150mm from any cables with an insulated
outer sheath.


Where reinforcing bars are used in the foundation of the substation, the reinforcing bar that
would be under the position of an operator during HV switching activities will be connected to the
main HV earth electrode. If bolted connections are used the connection will be at a minimum of
two position. However, where the connection is by welded techniques one connection will be
acceptable. Where no reinforcing bars are available an additional earth electrode will be installed
at this position.

If a substation is to be adopted by an IDNO, the IDNO will be responsible for the LV network fed from
the substation(s), all of the premises connected to that network and own the transformer and LV fuse
cabinet. In such circumstances, the IDNO can specify the earthing arrangement as per G88, providing
Northern Powergrid’s requirements are taken into consideration and the system complies with ENA-TS
41-24 and Engineering Recommendation S34. As any installed HV earthing system has a potential effect
on Northern Powergrid’s operatives at the substation, any such earthing system must be designed
within the following parameters:


The earthing grid shall be comprised of copper conductors with a minimum size of either 25mmx
4mm Cu or equivalent. The depth of the earthing grid shall be between 600mm and 1200mm
deep with an NPg preference for 1200mm where achievable.



Step and touch potentials within the substation shall not exceed those referenced in ENA - TS 4124 and designed assuming a prospective earth fault current of at least 3000A.



Unless it is unsafe to do so, HV and LV earths shall be combined.



Where HV and LV earths are separated the resistance of the HV earth shall not be greater than 20
ohm.



All earthing systems shall have an earthing electrode in front of the access doors where they are
metallic with an earth stake at each corner.



All exposed metalwork within the substation shall be connected to the HV earth electrode.



All free-standing substations shall have an earthing electrode installed around the perimeter of
the substation.



Internal substations will need to be bespoke designed to ensure the operator of any switchgear is
not exposed to different potential voltages in the event of a fault.



Earth rods used in providing the earthing grid shall be to ENA TS 43-94.

Substation accommodation
1.

The Quotation is provided on the basis that you will provide a suitable site, substation building
and meter location, if required, with a dual locking system where appropriate and suitable 24hour personnel and vehicular access to the public highway.

2.

You must provide a flood risk assessment along with the proposed flood mitigation measures for
the development ensuring compliance with Northern Powergrid’s Code of Practice IMP/001/012
for Flood Mitigation at Operational Premises.

3.

You must submit your site specific substation drawings for design approval or inspection to enable
us to check and approve the internal layout dimensions. It is your responsibility to check the
foundations of the substation are adequate for the weight of the switchgear to be installed.
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4.

For substations we are to adopt you must arrange for our clerk of works to inspect your building
work on site at key stages to approve that work and the materials used.

5.

Where we are not adopting all of the substation plant, we will not own the building and will take a
lease of accommodation from the owner of the building. The appropriate legal documents will
need to be in place before we will energise the Connection. As the building owner, you will fit all
required Danger of Death labels and your own substation name with your own emergency
contact number to the exterior of the substation.

6.

You must provide a 230-volt single-phase supply into the substation building for lighting purposes
etc. This installation and the electricity used thereafter are to be provided by you at no cost to us.

7.

Fault passage indicators should be fitted to one leg of each Ring Main Unit (“RMU”) installed and
they should be of Northern Powergrid’s specified self-reset type. A suitable un-switched fused
spur should be fitted local to the indicator to provide local 230v isolation to the indicator for
Northern Powergrid’s staff.

8.

Where a substation is integral to a larger building, you must provide us with confirmation that
there will be no residential accommodation situated within three metres of any Northern
Powergrid owned conductors. Where a substation is sited on a development, you must provide us
with confirmation that there will be no residential dwellings within three metres of that
substation.

9.

We will provide you with the necessary non-contestable locks and labels for you to install. The
labels will consist of the substation name and property plate labels for installation on the outside
and inside of the substation. The external label shall be fitted without the Northern Powergrid
contact telephone number and the internal label shall be fitted with the Northern Powergrid
contact telephone number, such that it can be seen by the operator of the RMU. The name and
number of the substation will be confirmed by the Northern Powergrid engineer who is arranging
the outage in order to complete the Connection.

10.

You will provide and fit all feeder labels to the RMU. The appropriate names will be provided by a
Northern Powergrid engineer.

11.

This Quotation is prepared on the basis that we will not be required to pay for the freehold
transfer or lease of the substation, as applicable, or for any associated easements. The terms of
the freehold transfer or lease and any associated easements will be contained in separate
documents and, therefore, are outside the scope of this Quotation.

12.

Any legal documentation must be completed before we can start the Work required on site, so it
is essential that you make your solicitor aware of the importance of completing that
documentation in accordance with your required timescales. You should also be aware that we
may need to secure land rights from other parties or carry out statutory or environmental
consultations and obtain other statutory consents before we can proceed with the Work.
Further details of our requirements for land rights can be found on our website at the following
webpages:
http://www.northernpowergrid.com/asset/0/document/1975.pdf.
http://www.northernpowergrid.com/asset/0/document/1977.pdf

LV Interconnection
If you request a temporary LV point of supply for your site to connect plots before you commission the
substation for the site, for safety reasons, LV interconnection between various supply points is not
permitted and transfer of your customers from the temporary point of supply to the supply from the
new substation should only be done once the temporary supply has been disconnected. We will require
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a statement from you that you will comply with this requirement either when you submit your design
for approval or when you submit your own self-approved design for inspection.
Technical requirements and what you need to do as part of this Contract
1.

Any HV cable you install between either your or the End User’s HV switchgear or single
transformer and our circuit breaker must have a minimum fault level rating of 250MVA for one
second. Our standard cable to meet this criterion is 185mm²Al Triplex cable for 11,000 and 20,000
volt networks. You must let us know if you wish to use any other type of cable because we will
need to agree this with you. Please note that failure to do so may delay the Connection being
made available.

2.

Where you are providing a HV supply to another party, your design must ensure that Northern
Powergrid’s protection only protects a short section of cable, with the End User’s switchgear or
single transformer being located within 20 metres of Northern Powergrid’s circuit breaker.

3.

The use of our switchgear to protect any section of your proposed assets is only offered subject to
you indemnifying us against any liability for any injury, damages, costs or losses that may occur as
a result of any failure of our equipment to operate in any manner. This indemnity will be deemed
to be granted to us by your acceptance of this Quotation.

4.

The following will apply, if you wish to appoint Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc to adopt your
proposed assets:
a)

You are responsible for the installation of approved metering and current transformers
(“CTs”) and for the provision of metering data to us. You must put this process in place
before we energise the Connection and, if applicable, provide the proposed metered load
and CT ratio per connection with your design approval submission; and

b)

You must provide a space for any metering equipment and are responsible for the
installation of a suitable duct for the metering multicore cable between the metering circuit
breaker and the meter position. This space is usually provided in your switch room adjacent
to our substation but, if this is not convenient, please let us know when you accept this
Quotation so an alternative site can be considered. This space must be no more than ten
metres from the metering circuit breaker in our part of the substation. The maximum length
of metering multicore cable is 15 metres.

Diverting existing Distribution System assets
We will need to divert existing Distribution System assets in order to accommodate the proposed
development. As you have chosen to carry out the contestable diversion work, only the non-contestable
cost of diverting those assets is , therefore, included in the Contract Price.
Reinforcement of the Distribution System
No reinforcement work on the Distribution System is required as part of the Work.
Timescales
We will start the Work when we have
1.

Received your signed Quotation Acceptance Form and required payment;

2.

Received and processed all of the relevant information; and

3.

Obtained all necessary consents and legal documents.

Before we commence the Work it may be necessary for us to obtain any legal consent, carry out
statutory or environmental consultations, obtain other statutory consents or serve highway notices
such as road closures. The timescale for the receipt of any consent we need from third parties is not in
«DOCDATE»
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our control and, therefore, any delay in obtaining or the refusal of a third party to grant such consent
could delay the Work.
Before the POC is provided, you must either submit your design to us for our approval or submit your
self-approved design to us for our inspection. All requests for final Works and phased energisation are
subject to completion of all necessary non-contestable work as highlighted in the reinforcement section
to provide you with the POC along with any other associated conditions precedent as set out within
SLC15.
We estimate that it will take 6 to complete the POC following receipt of your acceptance and required
payment.
The timescale provided is for general planning purposes only, as a date for completion of the Work has
not yet been agreed.
Bi-Lateral Connection Agreement
If you are to enter into an agreement with either another DNO or with an IDNO to adopt your proposed
assets, the ongoing use of the Connection will be governed by the terms of our framework bi-lateral
connection agreement, which that DNO or IDNO will be required to complete and sign before the
Connection is made available. You will need to confirm the name of the relevant DNO or IDNO to enable
us to issue the necessary agreement.
You will also need to make arrangements for meter point administration services and metering services
in respect of those customers to be connected to the assets to be adopted by the relevant DNO or
IDNO. In that respect, you should be aware that Northern Powergrid will not provide the following
facilities in relation to the assets adopted by that DNO or IDNO:


Emergency Fault Response services;



Customer Contact Centre;



Operational Control Room;



Operation and maintenance services; and



Mains record information.

We would, however, be grateful if you could provide us with a list of postal addresses for all the
premises, which are to be connected to the assets adopted by the relevant DNO or IDNO. This will
enable us to advise and redirect the occupants of those premises accordingly, should they contact
Northern Powergrid in the event of a power cut.
Connection agreement for the ongoing use of the Connection
Where you require Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets, any single point loads requiring
Current Transformer metering plus any generation connections above 4kW will require the End User(s)
to enter into a connection agreement for the ongoing use of the Connection prior to the Connection
being energised. You will need to confirm the name of the End User(s) on acceptance of this Quotation
to enable us to provide the necessary agreement for completion and signature before the Connection is
made available. Please note that the connection agreement for the ongoing use of the Connection
includes the following terms:
1.

With effect from the date which is 18 months after the date of the connection agreement, the
Maximum Import Capacity and the Maximum Export Capacity will each be the lower of (i) the
Maximum Import Capacity and/or the Maximum Export Capacity, as applicable, and (ii) the
capacity actually installed at the Premises on that date; and

2.

If, in any 12 month period, the amount of electricity imported or exported through the
Connection is never greater than 75% of the Maximum Import Capacity and/or the Maximum
Export Capacity, as applicable, we will give notice that we wish to reduce that capacity and, if you
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agree, the Maximum Import Capacity and/or the Maximum Export Capacity will be amended
accordingly.
Adoption of your proposed assets by Northern Powergrid
You have advised us that you wish Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets up to the
DNO/IDNO interface, with an IDNO or DNO adopting the assets beyond the Point of Supply (“POS”). The
cost of the adoption of the relevant assets is, therefore, included within this Quotation.
Electricity Asset and Network Access Agreement
If you wish Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets, you or your ICP, as appropriate, must
have entered into our framework Electricity Asset Adoption and Network Access Agreement prior to
any contestable works being undertaken. In addition, Schedule One to our Electricity Asset and
Network Access Agreement must be completed, signed and returned before any of the Works
commence on site. We will ask you or your ICP, as appropriate, to provide a completed and signed
Schedule One to the Electricity Asset and Network Access Agreement after we have received your
design approval submission or design inspection request. Any proposed alterations to the Electricity
Asset and Network Access Agreement may incur additional legal charges and lead to delays to the
Works.
Quality Assurance Inspections and Monitoring
Northern Powergrid undertakes Quality Assurance (“QA”) inspections of assets installed by ICPs prior to
adoption.
QA Inspections are carried out by our enhanced audit team, which is independent of Northern
Powergrid’s connections delivery function. Northern Powergrid reserves the right to inspect any of the
proposed assets it is to adopt irrespective of your or your ICP’s operating level.
ICP work sites are not under the control of Northern Powergrid and ICPs have a duty, therefore, to have
systems in place, such as their own inspections and audit regimes, to ensure compliance with their
health and safety obligations.
We will issue an invoice to you or your ICP, as appropriate, on a quarterly basis, based on the actual
number of inspections carried out for all projects undertaken. The charge for each inspection is £160
plus VAT and such charges are not included within this Quotation.
Table 1 below can be used to calculate the actual number of inspections to be made where you or your
ICP, as appropriate, undertake the contestable work. The number of inspections undertaken will be
dependent upon two factors:


The scale and type of work being undertaken; and



The inspection level, at which you or your ICP, as appropriate, are operating.

For further detailed information about QA inspections please see our guidance document which is
available to download at http://www.northernpowergrid.com/downloads/1974
Table 1 – Inspection and monitoring levels
Inspection levels
Activity

Inspection (unit rate)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Service installation work including
street lighting

5 service
installations

20%

10%

5%

Service jointing

5 joints

20%

10%

5%

LV mains installation

250m of cable
Installation

50%

20%

10%
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LV jointing

3 joints

50%

20%

10%

HV mains installation

250m of cable
Installation

50%

20%

10%

HV jointing

Per joint

50%

20%

10%

HV switchgear/transformer
installation

Per substation

100%

50%

20%

Switchgear/transformer precommissioning checks

Per substation

100%

50%

20%

Overhead line construction

Per scheme

100%

50%

20%

Extra High Voltage - Agreed on project by project basis
Liability
Your attention is drawn to Clause 10, Limits on Liability, of Part 3 Terms and Conditions, which sets out
the liability provisions in the Contract. Please note that these clauses limit our liability to you.
Additional Terms and Conditions
It is important that you read the following in conjunction with Part 3: Terms and conditions.
1.

The Contract Price is based on the information that you provided to us in your request for a
quotation and on the assumption that the Work will be carried out during our normal working
hours of 9:00 am to 4:00 pm, Monday to Friday. If you require us to undertake the Work outside
these hours, we will need to provide you with a revised quotation to reflect your requirements.

2.

If we need to undertake any of the Work in public or third-party land, it may be necessary for us
to obtain legal consents, carry out other statutory consultations or serve highway access notices
before that Work can take place. Whilst we will seek to keep the time needed for this activity to a
minimum, such procedures are usually outside our control and may add to the time we have
indicated will be required to complete the Work.

3.

On submission of your design for approval or inspection, if you have undertaken your own design
approval, we reserve the right to review this Quotation. Where any additional costs are identified,
either associated with Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc adopting your proposed assets, or as a
result of us needing to acquire any consents to carry out the Works, then we will provide a revised
quotation and seek your agreement to the revised price.

4.

Should your requirements alter and a revised or alternative quotation is required, we may charge
you for any additional costs incurred.

5.

If you cancel the Works at any time after acceptance we will charge a minimum administration fee
of £30 plus VAT, together with any reasonable costs that we may have incurred up to the date of
receiving your cancellation. This will include charges for any site visits that we or our Contractors
have made together with any costs of preparatory work carried out prior to cancellation.

6.

You, or a suitably NERS design accredited third party, are required to submit to us a design for
approval or inspection within a maximum of 90 days from the date of acceptance of this
Quotation. We reserve the right to terminate the contract and return any monies paid, less our
incurred costs, if you, or a NERS design accredited third party, fail to submit a design within the 90
day period.

7.

The design submitted must comply with Engineering Recommendation G88 and all of Northern
Powergrid’s appropriate Codes of Practice and policies. All assets to be adopted by Northern
Powergrid must comply with the approved specifications contained in our G81 documentation. If
it has not been possible to comply fully with those requirements any non-compliance must be
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highlighted within the design submitted for approval or inspection or prior to installation on site if
identified at a date subsequent to design approval being given.
8.

Any non-compliances included in your design submission for approval or inspection will result in
rejection of that submission until agreement is reached on the approach to those noncompliances and, in the event that any non-compliances are not highlighted in your submission
and are identified subsequently, any approval that we may have given to the design will not apply
to those non-compliances.

9.

It as a requirement of our framework Electricity Asset and Network Access Agreement that you,
or your ICP, as appropriate, submit ‘as-laid’ drawings to the required specification before the
Connection can be made. Those drawings should be sent to our project engineer and
infoman@northernpowergrid.com for Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc sites and
Records.Information@northernpowergrid.com for Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc sites.

10.

In accepting this Quotation you agree to meet each relevant milestone (the “Milestone”) set out
in the Energy Networks Association’s document “Fair and Effective Management of DNO
Connection Queues: Progression Milestones Best Practice Guide”, as amended from time to time
(the “Guide”). In the event that you do not meet a Milestone, Northern Powergrid may terminate
the Contract by giving you written notice to that effect. The Guide is available at:
http://www.energynetworks.org/assets/files/news/publications/Reports/ENA%20Milestones%
20best%20Practice%20Guide.pdf
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Part 2: The Quotation for Northern Powergrid to carry out the Works and the
Quotation Acceptance Form
The table below details the work required and breakdown of the costs, including Additional Contestable
Works and excluding VAT, for us to undertake the Works.
Connection Work Elements

Contestable Costs

Non-contestable Costs

Installation of Cables

£1,142.73

£936.52

Legal Consents

£0.00

£1,618.76

Other Charges

£0.00

£2,586.36

Substation Plant

£0.00

£465.32

Total Costs

£1,142.73

£5,606.96

Other Charges may include costs associated with project management, operational work and site
supervision.
Once we have received your acceptance and payment we will:


Send you a letter confirming the name and contact telephone number of the person managing
the work on site;



Commence any non-contestable reinforcement Work required to facilitate provision of the POC;
and



Commence negotiations for any wayleaves, easements and leases if they are required.

The final connection to the Distribution System of your proposed assets will not be progressed until a
design has either been submitted to us for approval or we have received a self-approved design for
inspection.
Once a design has been submitted, we will:


Carry out a design approval or inspection as required;



Finalise the necessary documents for any wayleaves, easements and leases required; and



In conjunction with you, plan the final connection of the proposed assets where you or your ICP,
as appropriate, are not undertaking the final connection.

The Works will include:


The final connection of the diversion cablea to our Distribution System at suitable jointing
positions between C + D and between C + E as shown in our quote plan (non- contestable LV
closing joints);



The final connection of the new connection cable to our Distribution System at suitable jointing
positions between A + B as shown in our quote plan (contestable HV closing joints);



Undertaking the Senior Authorised Person Work associated with all connections to the
Distribution System;

Our proposed cable installation route may be subject to legal consents.
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Part 2: Quotation Acceptance Form for Northern Powergrid to carry out the Works
(page 1 of 2)
To:
RSXE-RCZX-XKBL
Connection Acceptance
Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc
Manor House
Station Road
New Penshaw
DH4 7LA
Quotation for the Works including the provision of a POC at: BRADLEY ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2
2JU (the “Premises”)
Enquiry no: ENQ23011022, QUO24010418
Total site import capacity: 576kVA
Total site export capacity: 0kVA
IMPORTANT NOTE: If you have chosen to submit a design for the contestable work to us to approve,
the design must be submitted within 90 days from your acceptance of this offer as set out within our
additional terms and conditions in Part 1.
I hereby confirm that
a)
b)

I am the Customer or I am duly authorised to sign this Quotation Acceptance Form on behalf of
the Customer and the Customer accepts the terms for the Work in respect of the provision of a
POC in accordance with Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the Quotation; and
The design to be submitted in respect of and all materials used to construct the proposed assets
will comply with Engineering Recommendation G88 and all of Northern Powergrid’s appropriate
Codes of Practice and G81 specifications or, where it has not been possible to comply fully with
those requirements, any non-compliance will be highlighted when the design is submitted for
approval and we recognise that failure to do so will result in any approval being withdrawn if the
non-compliance is not identified until after the design has been approved.

Signed
Name (in capitals)
Designation
Date
This quotation is valid until 27 Jun 2021
Please return your signed form of acceptance and
payment details to
acceptaquote@northernpowergrid.com or by
freepost to:

RSXE-RCZX-XKBL
Connection Acceptance
Northern Powergrid
Station Road
New Penshaw
DH4 7LA

There is no need to make any other reference on the envelope or to attach a stamp.
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Part 2:

Quotation Acceptance Form for Northern Powergrid to carry out the
Works (page 2 of 2)

Your details:

Invoice address: (if different)

Name / Company:

Name / Company:

Address:

Address:

Postcode:

Postcode:

Email:

Email:

Tel:

Tel:

Mobile:

Mobile:

Payment required

Please select your preferred payment
method:

Price of Works

£6,749.69

Plus VAT at20 %

£1,349.94

Total cost

£8,099.63

Online banking
Cheque (enclosed)
Bank transfer
Credit/debit card
Invoice (Please include a copy of your
purchase order)

Please see Part 3 for details of the ways in which in you can pay for the Work.
Site contact
Please provide details of the person we should contact to agree and schedule the dates for the Work, if
different from the name provided under “Your details” above.
Your preferred connection date:
Site contact name:
Contact address:
Telephone:
Mobile:
Email:
For office use only
Justin Knight
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Part 3:

Terms and Conditions

1. DEFINITIONS
1.1

“Connection” means the connection to the Distribution System to be made at the Premises;

1.2

“Contract” means the contract entered into between the parties for the provision of a Point
of Connection to the Distribution System, consisting of Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the
Quotation;

1.3

“Contract Price” means the price stated as being the amount payable by the Customer for
the completion of the Works (net of value added tax) as varied in accordance with the
Contract;

1.4

“Customer” or “you” means the person, firm, or company whose name appears on the
Quotation as requiring the Point of Connection to the Distribution System;

1.5

“Distribution System” means the electricity Distribution System of either Northern
Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc or Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc as applicable;

1.6

“Distributor”, “Northern Powergrid”, “we” or “us” means Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire)
plc and its successors in title or Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc and its successors in title,
as applicable;

1.7

“End User” means the owner or occupier of the premises connected to the Distribution
System through the Point of Connection;

1.8

“Minimum Information” means the information required under Section 16A(2) of the
Electricity Act 1989 (the “Act”) or under paragraph 15.4 of standard licence condition 15 of
Northern Powergrid’s electricity distribution licence (“SLC15”) or such other information as
we may reasonably require if the Quotation is not in respect of an application for a
connection to the Distribution System under either the Act or SLC15;

1.9

“ICP” means Independent Connections Provider;

1.10 “Point of Connection” or “POC” means the point of connection to the Distribution System as
set out on page 1 of the Quotation;
1.11 “Premises” means the premises to be connected to the Distribution System as defined on the
Quotation Acceptance Form signed on behalf of the Customer;
1.12 “Quotation” means the offer made by the Distributor to the Customer to provide a Point of
Connection to the Distribution System, consisting of:
i)
ii)

Part 1:
Part 2:

iii)

Part 3:

The Quotation details;
The Quotation for Northern Powergrid to carry out the non-contestable
work and any contestable work you have requested us to do; and
Terms and Conditions
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1.13 “Quotation Acceptance Form” means the acceptance form to be returned by the Customer
to the Distributor; and
1.14 “‘Work” or “Works” means the Works to be carried out by the Distributor for the Customer
as stated in the Contract and as amended pursuant to these terms and conditions.
2. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
2.1.

These terms and conditions shall be the terms and conditions of Contract. They shall prevail
over any other terms and conditions.

2.2.

The Contract Price is based on the proposed design of the Works and prices current as at the
date of this Quotation. Both parties agree that the Distributor shall have the right at its sole
discretion to vary the Contract Price:2.2.1. following acceptance of this Quotation but prior to commencement of the Works;
2.2.2. if the design of the Works or any of the design parameters alter, are varied or change
during the construction of the Works;
2.2.3. if, for any reason (other than those reasons already detailed in Clause 2.2.2) there is
any alteration, variation or amendment to the Works, irrespective of which party
initiated such alteration, variation or amendment;
2.2.4. if the Works:
2.2.4.1. are not completed within the period of 12 months from the date of this
Quotation;
2.2.4.2. are suspended at the Customer’s request for more than 3 calendar months
pursuant to Clause 5.2; or
2.2.4.3. are suspended pursuant to Clause 6.2.

2.3.

If the Contract Price (“Existing Contract Price”) is varied pursuant to Clause 2.2.1 you will be
notified in writing of the revised Contract Price and we will not commence the Works until
we receive your agreement to the revised Contract Price in writing.

2.4.

If we intend to revise the Existing Contract Price pursuant to Clauses 2.2.2 to 2.2.4 (inclusive)
you will be notified of the revised Contract Price in writing and we will not complete any
Works, the value of which exceeds the Existing Contract Price, until such time as you notify us
in writing of your acceptance of the revised Contract Price.

2.5.

If we notify you of a revised Contract Price in accordance with Clauses 2.3 or 2.4 and you
decide not to accept the revised Contract Price, either party has the right to terminate this
Contract by 7 days’ prior notice in writing to the other. We will refund to you an amount
equal to the Existing Contract Price, less (i) the value of the Works completed as at the date
of termination, (ii) the costs of making the Works safe and (iii) our reasonable costs incurred
at the time of termination, including (without limitation) the costs associated with cancelling
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or terminating any contracts for the supply of any plant, materials or equipment and any
contracts for labour or the costs of the same if they cannot be cancelled or terminated.
3. PERIOD OF QUOTATION
The Quotation is open for acceptance by the Customer for a period of 90 calendar days from the
date of it, or as otherwise specified in the Quotation.
4. DRAWINGS
The Distributor accepts no responsibility for any drawing, design or specification not prepared by it.
The reasonable cost of any additional Work to be carried out by the Distributor as a result of defects
or omissions in any such drawing, design or specification shall be calculated and the Contract Price
varied pursuant to Clause 2.2.2 or 2.2.3 (as applicable). Any drawing, design or specification
prepared by the Distributor shall be indicative unless the Distributor confirms in writing to the
Customer that any such drawing is considered to be in final form.
5. ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS
5.1.

The Work to be carried out by the Distributor shall be that described in this Quotation unless
both parties agree otherwise in writing in which case the consequential alteration, variation
or amendment to the Contract Price shall be calculated and agreed with the Customer before
any alterations to the Works are agreed pursuant to Clause 2.

5.2.

If the Customer suspends the Works for any reason, the Contract Price shall be altered,
varied or amended in accordance with Clause 2.

6. TERMS OF PAYMENT
6.1.

Subject always to Clause 6.2, the Contract Price is payable by the Customer on the date upon
which the Quotation Acceptance Form is received by the Distributor, unless otherwise set out
in this Quotation. If payment of the Contract Price (or any relevant milestone payment
comprising part of the Contract Price) is not made by you within 14 days of the date of an
invoice issued by us then we reserve the right to charge interest on the outstanding balance
at the rate of 3% per annum above the base rate from time to time of National Westminster
Bank plc from the date payment was due until the date payment is made.

6.2.

If the Customer fails to make any payment, including payment of any connection offer
expenses specified in the notice included in the Quotation, when due then in addition to the
rights reserved to the Distributor pursuant to Clause 7.4 the Distributor shall also have the
right by notice in writing to the Customer to suspend all the Distributor’s obligations under
the Contract until such time as payment is made. Any costs, losses and expenses (whether
direct or indirect) incurred or suffered by the Distributor as a result of the suspension and
subsequent resumption of the Works shall be added to the Contract Price.

7. TERMINATION AND TITLE
7.1.

The Customer acknowledges that the Works comprise alterations or improvements to the
Distribution System and that notwithstanding payment of the Contract Price the Customer
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shall not be entitled to any right, title or interest of any nature in any of the assets,
equipment or plant used in connection with the Works or created as a result of them.
7.2.

The Distributor is entitled to enter upon any premises owned or occupied by the Customer to
carry out the Works or to recover assets, equipment or plant belonging to the Distributor.

7.3.

If, following our receipt of your signed acceptance of this Quotation, you delay the
commencement of the Work or otherwise impede the progress of the Work such that the
Work is delayed for a period exceeding three calendar months, this period to be determined
at our discretion, we shall have the right to terminate this Contract upon 7 days written
notice being given by us to you. Following termination of this Contract in accordance with
this Clause 7.3, should you still require a point of connection to the Distribution System we
will only commence or recommence work upon your making a further formal application for
a point of connection to the Distribution System and our issuing and you accepting a new
quotation based on your further formal application.

7.4. Where:
7.4.1. either party (‘Defaulting Party’) commits any breach of the Contract (including failure
to pay on the due date any charge, instalment or other payment);
7.4.2. the Defaulting Party makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or becomes
subject to an administration order or (being an individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or
(being a company) goes into liquidation (otherwise than for the purpose of
amalgamation or reconstruction);
7.4.3. an encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, over any of the property
or assets of the Defaulting Party;
7.4.4. the Defaulting Party ceases to carry on business;
7.4.5. the other party (‘Party not in Default’) reasonably apprehends that any of the events
mentioned above is about to occur in relation to the Defaulting Party and notifies the
Defaulting Party accordingly,
then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy, the Party not in Default shall be entitled
by written notice to terminate the Contract. In any case where the Customer is the Defaulting
Party, and any of the Work has been carried out but not paid for, the Customer shall pay to the
Distributor a sum of money equal to the value of such Work as determined by the Distributor
notwithstanding any previous agreement to the contrary.
8. COMMENCEMENT AND COMPLETION OF THE WORKS
8.1.

The Works shall be commenced and completed on the agreed dates and shall be completed
with all reasonable speed.

8.2.

If the Distributor suffers any direct loss or expense by reason of the regular progress of the
Work having been impeded by any reason other than any act, omission or default of the
Distributor, then the amount of such loss or expense shall be ascertained by the Distributor
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and added to the Contract Price. This Clause shall not prejudice any other rights or remedies
of the Distributor.
9. DAMAGE TO CUSTOMER EQUIPMENT
9.1.

Where in the course of carrying out the Work the Distributor works on or tests any
equipment owned by the Customer or any third party and that equipment is damaged or
destroyed by such Work or tests, the Customer shall bear the cost of repairing or replacing
any the equipment except to the extent such damage or destruction is caused by the
negligence of the Distributor. The Customer authorises the Distributor to execute any such
repair or replacement and agrees to pay the reasonable cost of doing so.

10. LIMITS ON LIABILITY
10.1. Nothing in this agreement shall limit liability for:
10.1.1. death or personal injury caused by negligence;
10.1.2. fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; or
10.1.3. any other liability which cannot be limited or excluded by applicable law.
10.2. Subject to Clause 10.1,
10.2.1. each parties’ total liability to the other party, whether in contract, tort (including
negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, arising under or in connection
with this Contract shall be limited to the lesser of one million pounds and the
Contract Price;
10.2.2. neither Party shall be liable to the other party, whether in contract, tort (including
negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, in respect of any indirect,
consequential or economic loss, loss of contract or loss of profit arising under or in
connection with this Contract;
10.2.3. the Distributor shall have no liability to the Customer in respect of any losses, costs or
expenses suffered or incurred by the Customer (directly or indirectly) as a result of
the failure of the Distributor to complete the Work by any agreed date;
10.2.4. where the Distributor works on or tests any equipment owned by the Customer or
any third party and that equipment is damaged or destroyed due to the Distributor’s
negligence, the Distributor’s liability shall be limited to the lesser of:
10.2.4.1. the cost of effecting the repair or replacement;
10.2.4.2. the Contract Price; and
10.2.4.3. five hundred thousand pounds.
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11. SUBSTITUTION OF EQUIPMENT
The Distributor reserves the right to substitute other equipment for equipment specified in the
Quotation. However, if any such substitution is likely to increase the Contract Price, such
substitution will be first agreed with the Customer.
12. ASSIGNMENT
The Customer shall not, without the written consent of the Distributor, assign the benefit of the
Contract.
13. VALUE ADDED TAX
The Contract Price shall be increased as appropriate by the amount of any Value Added Tax (at the
rate from time to time in force) properly payable in respect of the Work.
14. CONNECTION AGREEMENT
The Customer acknowledges and agrees that, unless stated to the contrary in the Quotation, no
equipment or installation, whether belonging to the Customer or any other person, firm or
company, will be connected to the Distribution System or energised unless and until the person,
firm or company (whether or not the Customer) whose equipment or installation is intended to be
connected to the Distribution System has executed and completed the Distributor’s standard form
of connection agreement for the on-going use of the Connection.
15. SUBSTATION SITES, EASEMENTS AND WAYLEAVES
15.1. As soon as reasonably practicable following the date of the Contract, the Distributor shall
establish its requirements for substations, overhead electric lines, underground electric lines
and all ancillary apparatus and will notify the Customer of such requirements. Insofar as it is
within the ability of the Customer to grant or procure the grant of any conveyances,
transfers, leases, deeds of grant and Wayleave consents required by the Distributor, the
Customer shall do so without delay or charge and on terms acceptable to the Distributor.
Insofar as it is not within the ability of the Customer to grant or procure the grant of any
conveyances, transfers, leases, deeds of grant and Wayleave consents, the Distributor shall
contact the owners/occupiers of the area(s) of land affected by the relevant requirements
and attempt to negotiate and complete all relevant conveyances, transfers, leases, deeds of
grant and Wayleave consents. All payments that the Distributor agrees to make to such
owners/occupiers shall be repaid by the Customer on demand provided that any such
amount in excess of £1,000 (individually, not collectively) shall not be incurred without the
agreement of the Customer. The Distributor reserves the right to delay commencement of
any other part of the Work until all conveyances, transfers, leases, deeds of grant and
Wayleave consents required by the Distributor have been legally completed.
15.2. In the event that the Distributor, having used reasonable endeavours (such expression not
being deemed to require the Distributor to use any or all of its statutory powers), has been
unable to complete any or all of the said conveyance, transfers, leases, deeds of grant and
Wayleave consents within six calendar months of the date of the Contract, or the Customer
has not agreed to the amounts referred to in Clause 15.1, the Distributor shall be entitled at
any time after such date to terminate the Contract forthwith by notice in writing to the
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Customer. If it does so, the Distributor shall refund to the Customer within 14 days of the
date of the said notice all amounts paid by the Customer to the Distributor pursuant to the
Contract less a reasonable amount to reflect the parts of the Work already carried out by the
Distributor. If the Customer has not made any payment to the Distributor, the Customer shall
pay to the Distributor such amount as the Distributor reasonably considers reflects the parts
of the Work already carried out.
16. LEGAL CONSTRUCTION
The Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law and the parties
agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
17. WHOLE AGREEMENT
The Customer acknowledges that the Contract comprises the whole agreement between the parties
and that the Customer has not, in entering into the Contract, relied upon any oral or written
representation made to the Customer by the Distributor or its employees or agents.
18. WAIVER
The failure by either party to enforce at any time or for any period any one or more of the terms
and conditions of the Contract shall not be a waiver of them or of the right at any time subsequently
to enforce all terms and conditions of the Contract.
19. UNENFORCEABLE CONDITIONS
If any provision of these terms and conditions is held by any competent authority to be invalid or
unenforceable in whole or in part, the validity of the other provisions of these terms and conditions
and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected thereby.
20. FORCE MAJEURE
The Distributor shall not be liable to the Customer for any delay or failure due to any cause beyond
the Distributor’s reasonable control.
21. ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
There shall be deemed included within these terms and conditions any other terms and conditions
that are contained in the Quotation and are stated to be ‘Additional Terms and Conditions’.
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Additional information
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Part 5: Ways to pay
You can pay in the following ways
You must use the Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation as a reference when making
any payment.

Online banking
Transfer a payment direct from your online bank account to our bank account using the
Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation as a reference. Our bank
account details are shown below under “Bank transfer”.

Bank transfer
Contact your local bank to make a transfer to our bank account using the Enquiry (ENQ)
number shown at the top of this Quotation as a reference.
Our bank account details are:
Bank

Lloyds Bank plc, Grey St, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1SL

Sort Code

30-93-71

Account number

03539984

Account name

Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc

Credit or debit card
Call us on 0800 0282017 to pay using a Visa debit/credit or MasterCard or Maestro
credit/debit card, quoting the Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation.

Cheque
If you are paying by cheque, make it payable to Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc and
write the Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation on the back. Please
do not send cash or bank notes to us in the post.

Invoice
If you would like us to invoice you, please provide a copy of your purchase order with
your form of acceptance.

For further information please visit our website:
www.northernpowergrid.com/services-directory/making-a-payment
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A
B

ICP / IDNO CONNECTION HV POC (ANYWHERE BETWEEN A + B)
HV POC offered at 11kV on on SHERWOOD AVENUE_928 circuit out of DEIGHTON_4 PSS between
BRADLEY COLLEGE_56977 and BRADLEY BAR_281. P2/6 security from DAISY ROAD_1189 circuit out
of MILLROYD STREET_15 PSS. ICP to install 2 x 300Al Triplex (11kV) cables looped into their substation:
- SAP activities = NPG
- Contestable closing joints = NPG (2 x S/J)
- Excavation, joint holes & reinstatement = ICP
- Load = 576kVA (30A)

MAINS RECORD (1 of 2)
ENQ23011022 (Bradley Road, Huddersfield, HD2 2JU)

DIVERSION WORKS (BETWEEN C + D + E)
LV diversion POC offered at new site entrance on 5c.0.15Cu W2 circuit from
BRADLEY BAR 281. ICP to install 4c.300Wf SNE with 35mm CNE 5th core
strapper in duct along diversion route between C + D and 3c.300Wf spur in duct
between C + E. NPG to undertake non-contestable closing joints. Carding x 6.
- SAP activities = NPG
- Closing joint(s) = NPG (3 x S/J + 1 x B/J)
- Excavation, joint holes & reinstatement = ICP
- Existing 5 core cable system to be maintained with 4 core SNE mains cable
and 35mm service cable strapper.
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ICP / IDNO CONNECTION HV POC (ANYWHERE BETWEEN A + B)
HV POC offered at 11kV on on SHERWOOD AVENUE_928 circuit out of DEIGHTON_4 PSS between
BRADLEY COLLEGE_56977 and BRADLEY BAR_281. P2/6 security from DAISY ROAD_1189 circuit out
of MILLROYD STREET_15 PSS. ICP to install 2 x 300Al Triplex (11kV) cables looped into their substation:
- SAP activities = NPG
- Contestable closing joints = NPG (2 x S/J)
- Excavation, joint holes & reinstatement = ICP
- Load = 576kVA (30A)

B

A

MAINS RECORD (2 of 2): SITE BOUNDARY + DIVERSION WORKS
ENQ23011022 (Bradley Road, Huddersfield, HD2 2JU)

ICP / IDNO CONNECTION HV POC (ANYWHERE BETWEEN A + B)
HV POC offered at 11kV on on SHERWOOD AVENUE_928 circuit out of DEIGHTON_4 PSS between
BRADLEY COLLEGE_56977 and BRADLEY BAR_281. P2/6 security from DAISY ROAD_1189 circuit out
of MILLROYD STREET_15 PSS. ICP to install 2 x 300Al Triplex (11kV) cables looped into their substation:
- Load = 576kVA (30A)
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A

ENQ23011022 (Bradley Road, Huddersfield, HD2 2JU)

Your contact: Philip Weston
Connections Input Services
Direct Dial: 01924 869432
philip.weston@northernpowergrid.com
Your Ref:
Enquiry number: ENQ23011615, QUO24010985
www.northernpowergrid.com/competition-in-connections
Date: 07 Apr 2021

Alex Kelly
TDS (NORTHERN) LTD.
Northern House 3a
Kennerleys Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5EQ

Dear Alex,
QUOTATION FOR THE PROVISION OF A HIGH VOLTAGE POINT OF CONNECTION TO THE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM FOR YOUR DEVELOPMENT AT BRADFORD ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2JU BY Northern
Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc
Thank you for asking us to provide you with a Quotation for the work required to provide a Point of
Connection to the Distribution System at the above address (the “POC”).
Following your recent application, we have reviewed your requirements and I am pleased to confirm
that we can provide you with the POC with a maximum import capacity of 1215kVA, and a maximum
export capacity of 0kVA kW. Consequently, this Quotation constitutes our formal offer to provide the
POC and I would be grateful if you could note the terms and conditions contained in Part 3, which
include, in Paragraph 1, the Definitions, applicable to this Quotation.
NOTICE THAT YOU ARE REQUIRED TO PAY CONNECTION OFFER EXPENSES, IF YOU PROVIDED US WITH
THE MINIMUM INFORMATION NECESSARY TO PREPARE THIS QUOTATION ON OR AFTER 6 APRIL 2018
Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc (“Northern Powergrid”) HEREBY GIVES YOU NOTICE that it requires
you to pay connection offer expenses (commonly known as assessment and design fees) in respect of
this Quotation.
a)

The amount of connection offer expenses to be paid by you is £620.00 plus VAT;

b)
The amount of connection offer expenses you are required to pay in respect of this Quotation
has been determined by taking into account the costs we have incurred in preparing it, which include:
i)
Identifying the most appropriate point on the Distribution System at which the Connection can
be made and determining the assets that are required to make that Connection;
ii)
Assessing whether the Connection and/or the required capacity may have an impact on the
Distribution System and/or on a transmission system and whether any reinforcement of the Distribution
System is required; and
iii)
The engineering and administrative time required to process your application and to design the
specific technical solution and offer terms for the Connection, including any discussions with you in
respect of your requirements.

NORTHERN POWERGRID
is the trading name of Northern Powergrid (Northeast) Limited (Registered No: 2906593) and Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc (Registered No: 4112320)
Registered Office: Lloyds Court, 78 Grey Street, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 6AF. Registered in England and Wales.
If you would like an audio copy of this letter or a copy in large type, Braille or another language, please call 0800 169 7602

www.northernpowergrid.com

Please note that, typically, larger capacities will have a greater impact on the Distribution System and
incur more engineering and administrative time in order to provide a quotation.
c)
We will send you an invoice shortly in respect of the connection offer expenses. You must settle
that invoice and, therefore, pay the connection offer expenses by no later than 14 days from the date of
that invoice. Please note we will use the details below to issue the Connection Offer Expenses invoice, if
this is incorrect please contact your single point of contact or email
CinC.Connections@northernpowergrid.com;
TDS (NORTHERN) LTD.
Northern House 3a
Kennerleys Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5EQ
d)

You may make that payment by one of the methods set out in Part 5 of this Quotation; and

e)
Section 23 of the Electricity Act 1989 (the “Act”) provides that any dispute arising under sections
16 to 21 of the Act between an electricity distributor and a person requiring a connection may be
referred to the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority (the “Authority”) for determination. Any such
dispute must be referred to the Authority within 12 months of the date on which the relevant
connection is made. The Authority operates through Ofgem, which can be contacted at 9 Millbank,
London, SW1P 3GE. Telephone: 0207 901 7000.
Paragraph 6.2 of the terms and conditions contained in Part 3 provide that, if you fail to make any
payment, including payment of the connection offer expenses specified in this notice, when due we
have the right to suspend all of our obligations under the Contract until such time as payment is made.
In accordance with your request, this Quotation is made on the basis that you do not require Northern
Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets and that you will enter into an agreement with either another
Distribution Network Operator (“DNO”) or with an Independent Distribution Network Operator
(“IDNO”) to adopt your proposed assets.
In accordance with your request, this Quotation is made on the basis that you wish to appoint Northern
Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc to adopt your proposed assets.
Following receipt of your design submission, where applicable, we will identify if there are any
additional costs associated with BRADFORD ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2JU BY Northern Powergrid
(Yorkshire) plc adopting your proposed assets and will provide you with a separate quotation in that
respect. The final connection to the Distribution System can only take place following receipt of your
acceptance of that separate quotation and the associated payment.
Additional contestable work you have asked us to undertake
You have also asked us to provide two HV Closing Straight Joint (11kV) (the “Additional Contestable
Work”), which is one of the Contestable Input Services we make available to ICPs that do not hold the
relevant National Electricity Registration Scheme (“NERS”) or Northern Powergrid
accreditation/authorisations or are unable to secure their own resource to carry out the contestable
elements of a new connection.
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How much will it cost?
The non-contestable work required to facilitate provision of the POC, will cost:
Price of the Works

£5,241.86

Plus VAT at 20%

£1,048.37

Total cost

£6,290.23

The Additional Contestable Work will cost:

Price of the Works

£1,142.73

Plus VAT at 20 20%

£228.55

Total cost

£1,371.28

Full details of the Work required are included within part 2 of this Quotation.
Although you have asked us to undertake the Additional Contestable Work, we will apply the provisions
of Standard Licence Condition 15 of our electricity distribution licence (“SLC15”) to this Quotation and
to the work required to provide the POC.
This Quotation is valid for 90 days from the date of this letter and you are required to submit a design
for approval or inspection within 90 days of acceptance of the Quotation.
The Electricity (Connection Charges) Regulations 2002 and the Electricity (Connection Charges)
Regulations 2017
The Connection does not utilise assets that would result in us either requiring you to pay a charge in
respect of relevant expenses under the Electricity (Connections Charges) Regulations 2002 or issuing a
demand to you for a reimbursement payment under the Electricity (Connections Charges) Regulations
2017.
How long will it take?
This work will typically take 16 weeks from your acceptance of this Quotation. For more information
please see Part 1 (Quotation Details). If we are undertaking non-contestable work only, the applicable
timescales will be in accordance with SLC15, once we have completed the required reinforcement and
subject to completion of all necessary consents.
No reinforcement is required to facilitate provision of the POC and, if we are undertaking noncontestable work only, the applicable timescales will be in accordance with SLC15, subject to
completion of all necessary consents.
Your Quotation consists of this letter and the following 4 parts:
Part 1 – The Quotation details;
Part 2 – The Quotation for Northern Powergrid to carry out the non-contestable work and any
contestable work you have asked us to do and the Quotation Acceptance Form;
7th April 2021
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Part 3 – Terms and Conditions; and
Part 5 – Ways to pay.
What you need to do next in order to accept the Quotation and go ahead with the Work
If you would like to go ahead and accept the terms of this Quotation, all you need to do initially is:
1.

Complete and return a signed copy of the Quotation Acceptance Form; and

2.

Provide your payment details (or your cheque, if you wish to pay by that method).

Once we have received your signed Quotation Acceptance Form and your payment, the contract for the
provision of the POC will comprise Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the Quotation.
One of our project managers will contact you or your ICP, as appropriate, to discuss the Work and agree
a mutually convenient date for it to be carried out.
Data protection
We take data protection seriously and, when we obtain your personal information for the purpose of
providing our connection service to you, we will keep that information secure and process it in
accordance with our privacy policy, which is available for you to read at
www.northernpowergrid.com/privacy-policy.
In the event that we speak to you on the telephone about your connection, those telephone calls may
be recorded for quality assurance purposes and we may collect personal information about you during
those calls.
We will use the personal information you give us in order to process your connection request (including
to process your payment), enter into a contract with you to provide the new or altered connection,
deliver the work required and to monitor the standard of the service we provide to you when we
undertake the Works. We will not use any of your personal information for marketing purposes.
However, to ensure that we provide our customers with a high standard of service, we use an
independent research company, Explain Market Research Limited, to carry out customer satisfaction
surveys on our behalf. Consequently, if the service we provide to you falls within one of the categories
in respect of which we are required by our electricity distribution licence to carry out a customer
satisfaction survey, we will share your personal information with Explain Market Research Limited who
may contact you to carry out that brief survey.
If something goes wrong and you would like to complain about our level of customer service
We are committed to providing excellent customer service but are aware that, occasionally, we may not
live up to your expectations. If this happens and we are unable to resolve your complaint about the
level of customer service we have provided and you are either a domestic customer or a micro business
customer, you may have the right to refer your complaint to Ombudsman Services: Energy for a
decision, which is a free and independent service. The website address of Ombudsman Services: Energy
is www.ombudsman-services.org/sectors/energy.
You can contact us using the details at the top of this letter and obtain further details about our
complaints process, including on how you may refer a complaint to Ombudsman Services: Energy, from
the “Making a Complaint” section on the following page of our web site:
https://www.northernpowergrid.com/help-and-information/getconnected/how-do-i-get-connected

7th April 2021
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Determination of disputes
We will endeavour to resolve any issues you may have. However, you are able to refer any dispute
arising under sections 16 to 21 of the Act to the Authority for determination, as set out on page 2 of this
Quotation.
I hope this Quotation meets your requirements but, if you have any questions about the Quotation or
the Work, please do not hesitate to contact me by telephone or email using the details at the top of this
letter.
Yours sincerely,

Philip Weston
Design Engineer

7th April 2021
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Part 1 – The Quotation details
POC details
We have used the information you provided within your application to produce a quotation for a POC to
the Distribution System with a maximum import capacity of 1215kVA and a maximum export capacity of
at BRADFORD ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2 2JU (the “POC”). The POC will be phase +10/6% or – 6% @
50Hz AC +1% or – 1%. The POC will be as shown on the attached drawing.
If you conclude that you are unable to use the POC due to congestion or other issues, we will work with
you to agree a revised point of connection to the Distribution System and provide you with a new
quotation accordingly. Please note, however, that Northern Powergrid will not be liable for any
additional costs associated with the need to provide you with a revised point of connection.
The load you propose to connect
As you did not provide details in your request of any motors that will be connected to your or to the End
User’s installation, this Quotation has been produced on that basis and, therefore, does not make
allowance for the connection of any motors. Our approval will be required, if you or the End User need
to install any motors in the future because the starting currents can cause voltage disturbances on the
Distribution System.
As you did not provide in your request any harmonic information for any equipment you propose to
connect, this Quotation has been produced on that basis and, therefore, does not make allowance for
such equipment. If you or the End User install any equipment that generates harmonics, you or the End
User must make us aware of that installation before the Connection is energised.
Use of the POC will be in accordance with the Distribution Code, which imposes certain duties. Please
note, in particular, that the Distribution Code imposes certain obligations on the User, as defined in the
Distribution Code, regarding voltage disturbances and harmonic distortion caused by certain types of
equipment. You or the End User are required to comply with the relevant provisions of the Distribution
Code, which can be found at www.dcode.org.uk
The electrical equipment or apparatus used at the Premises must not exceed the levels stated in
National Engineering Recommendations P28, P29 and G5/4, as amended and, if appropriate, as
modified by us.


P28 covers planning limits for voltage fluctuations caused by industrial, commercial and domestic
equipment in the United Kingdom;



P29 covers planning limits for voltage unbalance in the United Kingdom; and



G5/4 sets out the limits for harmonics in the United Kingdom supply system.

Copies of these documents can be obtained from the Energy Networks Association via its website at
www.energynetworks.org/electricity.
If the proposed assets or any electrical installation(s) connected to them cause undue electrical
interference, due to voltage fluctuation and/or harmonic distortion arising either directly or indirectly
from their operation, either to the Distribution System or to the installations of other parties connected
to the Distribution System, you may be required to take such action as we consider necessary in order
to reduce the interference to an acceptable level and to bear the associated cost.
Embedded Generation
Small Scale Embedded Generation (G98)
Any drawings submitted for our approval should indicate the details of the generation to be installed at
each property and confirmation that such generation is to be connected in line with G83.
7th April 2021
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G99 Generation
As you have not provided details relating to any proposed generation at the Premises, generation,
which operates in parallel with the Distribution System, must not be installed without our approval.
Consequently, this Quotation has been provided on the basis that generation will not be installed at the
Premises. If that is not the case, you will have to apply for a new point of connection to the Distribution
System.
Any new or additional generation, which will operate in parallel with the Distribution System, must not
be installed without our permission. If any generation is to be operated in parallel with the Distribution
System you or the End User will need to apply and provide details of the generation it is proposed to
connect.
Requirements for Generators
If you accept this Quotation, you must comply with the requirements of the Energy Networks
Association’s G98 and G99 engineering recommendation documents, as appropriate.
If you fail to comply with the requirements of G98 or G99, as appropriate or any other pre-qualifying
criteria, we will not be able to energise your connection until such a time as that non-compliance is
rectified.
Further details can be found at the following links:
http://www.energynetworks.org/electricity/engineering/distributed-generation/engineeringrecommendation-g83.html
http://www.energynetworks.org/electricity/engineering/distributed-generation/engineeringrecommendation-g59.html
Power Factor
For the purposes of both the import and export capacity the site power factor shall be between 0.95
lagging to unity. The lagging power factor means that the site is either importing or exporting (as
applicable) both VArs and Watts.
Any End User’s installation connected to your proposed assets must be designed and constructed so as
to be capable of operation throughout the range of the power factor stated above and must always
operate within this range.
Where you require Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets, in the future we may need you,
or the End User to operate the installation at a different power factor. You, or the End User, will operate
the installation at a particular power factor if instructed to do so by us. You, or the End User, will be
notified of any changes to the power factor as required by us from time to time. Any such changes will
be detailed in a revised Connection Agreement between Northern Powergrid and you or the End User.
POC Information
A drawing providing an indication of the location of the POC is attached to this Quotation. You are
responsible for locating a suitable jointing position at the Premises in the vicinity of the POC. The
following will also apply:
New connection:

The adoptable cable required is 3 x 1c 300Al TXLPE 11kV cable/s.

Diversion works:

You must install wf300 Al/Cu LV cable.
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Substation Earthing
This site is part of the global earth system and as such we require that the HV and LV earths are
combined.
If a substation is to be adopted by Northern Powergrid, the earthing system must comply with Northern
Powergrid’s Code of Practice IMP/010/011 for Earthing LV Networks and HV Distribution Substations.


Where a site has been classified as cold, there is a requirement to install an additional electrode
in the form of a bare earth conductor of 70mm square cross-sectional area. Where achievable,
this electrode will be 80m long and installed on the bottom of the trench, below the cables, in
direct contact with the surrounding soil with a clearance of 500mm from hessian-covered or plain
tape-armoured conductors and 200mm where the cable has an insulated outer sheath. Where
cost-excand with a minimum depth of 600mm, surrounded by non-corrosive soil of fine texture,
firmly compacted and with a minimum clearance of 150mm from any cables with an insulated
outer sheath.



Where reinforcing bars are used in the foundation of the substation, the reinforcing bar that
would be under the position of an operator during HV switching activities will be connected to the
main HV earth electrode. If bolted connections are used the connection will be at a minimum of
two position. However, where the connection is by welded techniques one connection will be
acceptable. Where no reinforcing bars are available an additional earth electrode will be installed
at this position.

If a substation is to be adopted by an IDNO, the IDNO will be responsible for the LV network fed from
the substation(s), all of the premises connected to that network and own the transformer and LV fuse
cabinet. In such circumstances, the IDNO can specify the earthing arrangement as per G88, providing
Northern Powergrid’s requirements are taken into consideration and the system complies with ENA-TS
41-24 and Engineering Recommendation S34. As any installed HV earthing system has a potential effect
on Northern Powergrid’s operatives at the substation, any such earthing system must be designed
within the following parameters:


The earthing grid shall be comprised of copper conductors with a minimum size of either 25mmx
4mm Cu or equivalent. The depth of the earthing grid shall be between 600mm and 1200mm
deep with an NPg preference for 1200mm where achievable.



Step and touch potentials within the substation shall not exceed those referenced in ENA - TS 4124 and designed assuming a prospective earth fault current of at least 3000A.



Unless it is unsafe to do so, HV and LV earths shall be combined.



Where HV and LV earths are separated the resistance of the HV earth shall not be greater than 20
ohm.



All earthing systems shall have an earthing electrode in front of the access doors where they are
metallic with an earth stake at each corner.



All exposed metalwork within the substation shall be connected to the HV earth electrode.



All free-standing substations shall have an earthing electrode installed around the perimeter of
the substation.



Internal substations will need to be bespoke designed to ensure the operator of any switchgear is
not exposed to different potential voltages in the event of a fault.



Earth rods used in providing the earthing grid shall be to ENA TS 43-94.
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Substation accommodation
1.

The Quotation is provided on the basis that you will provide a suitable site, substation building
and meter location, if required, with a dual locking system where appropriate and suitable 24hour personnel and vehicular access to the public highway.

2.

You must provide a flood risk assessment along with the proposed flood mitigation measures for
the development ensuring compliance with Northern Powergrid’s Code of Practice IMP/001/012
for Flood Mitigation at Operational Premises.

3.

You must submit your site specific substation drawings for design approval or inspection to enable
us to check and approve the internal layout dimensions. It is your responsibility to check the
foundations of the substation are adequate for the weight of the switchgear to be installed.

4.

For substations we are to adopt you must arrange for our clerk of works to inspect your building
work on site at key stages to approve that work and the materials used.

5.

Where we are not adopting all of the substation plant, we will not own the building and will take a
lease of accommodation from the owner of the building. The appropriate legal documents will
need to be in place before we will energise the Connection. As the building owner, you will fit all
required Danger of Death labels and your own substation name with your own emergency
contact number to the exterior of the substation.

6.

You must provide a 230-volt single-phase supply into the substation building for lighting purposes
etc. This installation and the electricity used thereafter are to be provided by you at no cost to us.

7.

Fault passage indicators should be fitted to one leg of each Ring Main Unit (“RMU”) installed and
they should be of Northern Powergrid’s specified self-reset type. A suitable un-switched fused
spur should be fitted local to the indicator to provide local 230v isolation to the indicator for
Northern Powergrid’s staff.

8.

Where a substation is integral to a larger building, you must provide us with confirmation that
there will be no residential accommodation situated within three metres of any Northern
Powergrid owned conductors. Where a substation is sited on a development, you must provide us
with confirmation that there will be no residential dwellings within three metres of that
substation.

9.

We will provide you with the necessary non-contestable locks and labels for you to install. The
labels will consist of the substation name and property plate labels for installation on the outside
and inside of the substation. The external label shall be fitted without the Northern Powergrid
contact telephone number and the internal label shall be fitted with the Northern Powergrid
contact telephone number, such that it can be seen by the operator of the RMU. The name and
number of the substation will be confirmed by the Northern Powergrid engineer who is arranging
the outage in order to complete the Connection.

10.

You will provide and fit all feeder labels to the RMU. The appropriate names will be provided by a
Northern Powergrid engineer.

11.

This Quotation is prepared on the basis that we will not be required to pay for the freehold
transfer or lease of the substation, as applicable, or for any associated easements. The terms of
the freehold transfer or lease and any associated easements will be contained in separate
documents and, therefore, are outside the scope of this Quotation.

12.

Any legal documentation must be completed before we can start the Work required on site, so it
is essential that you make your solicitor aware of the importance of completing that
documentation in accordance with your required timescales. You should also be aware that we
may need to secure land rights from other parties or carry out statutory or environmental
consultations and obtain other statutory consents before we can proceed with the Work.
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Further details of our requirements for land rights can be found on our website at the following
webpages:
http://www.northernpowergrid.com/asset/0/document/1975.pdf.
http://www.northernpowergrid.com/asset/0/document/1977.pdf
Technical requirements and what you need to do as part of this Contract
1.

Any HV cable you install between either your or the End User’s HV switchgear or single
transformer and our metering circuit breaker must have a minimum fault level rating of 250MVA
for one second. Our standard cable to meet this criterion is 185mm²Al Triplex cable for 11,000
and 20,000 volt networks. You must let us know if you wish to use any other type of cable
because we will need to agree this with you. Please note that failure to do so may delay the
Connection being made available.

2.

Where you are providing a HV supply to another party, your design must ensure that Northern
Powergrid’s protection only protects a short section of cable, with the End User’s switchgear or
single transformer being located within 20 metres of Northern Powergrid’s circuit breaker.

3.

The use of our switchgear to protect any section of your proposed assets is only offered subject to
you indemnifying us against any liability for any injury, damages, costs or losses that may occur as
a result of any failure of our equipment to operate in any manner. This indemnity will be deemed
to be granted to us by your acceptance of this Quotation.

4.

The following will apply, if you wish to appoint Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc to adopt your
proposed assets:
a)

You are responsible for the installation of approved metering and current transformers
(“CTs”) and for the provision of metering data to us. You must put this process in place
before we energise the Connection and, if applicable, provide the proposed metered load
and CT ratio per connection with your design approval submission; and

b)

You must provide a space for any metering equipment and are responsible for the
installation of a suitable duct for the metering multicore cable between the metering circuit
breaker and the meter position. This space is usually provided in your switch room adjacent
to our substation but, if this is not convenient, please let us know when you accept this
Quotation so an alternative site can be considered. This space must be no more than ten
metres from the metering circuit breaker in our part of the substation. The maximum length
of metering multicore cable is 15 metres.

Diverting existing Distribution System assets
We will need to divert existing Distribution System assets in order to accommodate the proposed
development. As you have chosen to carry out the contestable diversion work, only the non-contestable
cost of diverting those assets is, therefore, included in the Contract Price.
Reinforcement of the Distribution System
No reinforcement work on the Distribution System is required as part of the Work.
Timescales
We will start the Work when we have
1.

Received your signed Quotation Acceptance Form and required payment;

2.

Received and processed all of the relevant information; and

3.

Obtained all necessary consents and legal documents.
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Before we commence the Work it may be necessary for us to obtain any legal consent, carry out
statutory or environmental consultations, obtain other statutory consents or serve highway notices
such as road closures. The timescale for the receipt of any consent we need from third parties is not in
our control and, therefore, any delay in obtaining or the refusal of a third party to grant such consent
could delay the Work.
Before the POC is provided, you must either submit your design to us for our approval or submit your
self-approved design to us for our inspection. All requests for final Works and phased energisation are
subject to completion of all necessary non-contestable work as highlighted in the reinforcement section
to provide you with the POC along with any other associated conditions precedent as set out within
SLC15.
We estimate that it will take 16 to complete the POC following receipt of your acceptance and required
payment.
The timescale provided is for general planning purposes only, as a date for completion of the Work has
not yet been agreed.
Bi-Lateral Connection Agreement
If you are to enter into an agreement with either another DNO or with an IDNO to adopt your proposed
assets, the ongoing use of the Connection will be governed by the terms of our framework bi-lateral
connection agreement, which that DNO or IDNO will be required to complete and sign before the
Connection is made available. You will need to confirm the name of the relevant DNO or IDNO to enable
us to issue the necessary agreement.
You will also need to make arrangements for meter point administration services and metering services
in respect of those customers to be connected to the assets to be adopted by the relevant DNO or
IDNO. In that respect, you should be aware that Northern Powergrid will not provide the following
facilities in relation to the assets adopted by that DNO or IDNO:


Emergency Fault Response services;



Customer Contact Centre;



Operational Control Room;



Operation and maintenance services; and



Mains record information.

We would, however, be grateful if you could provide us with a list of postal addresses for all the
premises, which are to be connected to the assets adopted by the relevant DNO or IDNO. This will
enable us to advise and redirect the occupants of those premises accordingly, should they contact
Northern Powergrid in the event of a power cut.
Connection agreement for the ongoing use of the Connection
Where you require Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets, any single point loads requiring
Current Transformer metering plus any generation connections above 4kW will require the End User(s)
to enter into a connection agreement for the ongoing use of the Connection prior to the Connection
being energised. You will need to confirm the name of the End User(s) on acceptance of this Quotation
to enable us to provide the necessary agreement for completion and signature before the Connection is
made available. Please note that the connection agreement for the ongoing use of the Connection
includes the following terms:
1.

With effect from the date which is 18 months after the date of the connection agreement, the
Maximum Import Capacity and the Maximum Export Capacity will each be the lower of (i) the
Maximum Import Capacity and/or the Maximum Export Capacity, as applicable, and (ii) the
capacity actually installed at the Premises on that date; and
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2.

If, in any 12 month period, the amount of electricity imported or exported through the
Connection is never greater than 75% of the Maximum Import Capacity and/or the Maximum
Export Capacity, as applicable, we will give notice that we wish to reduce that capacity and, if you
agree, the Maximum Import Capacity and/or the Maximum Export Capacity will be amended
accordingly.

Adoption of your proposed assets by Northern Powergrid
You have advised us that you wish Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets up to the
DNO/IDNO interface, with an IDNO or DNO adopting the assets beyond the Point of Supply (“POS”). The
cost of the adoption of the relevant assets is, therefore, included within this Quotation.
Electricity Asset and Network Access Agreement
If you wish Northern Powergrid to adopt your proposed assets, you or your ICP, as appropriate, must
have entered into our framework Electricity Asset Adoption and Network Access Agreement prior to
any contestable works being undertaken. In addition, Schedule One to our Electricity Asset and
Network Access Agreement must be completed, signed and returned before any of the Works
commence on site. We will ask you or your ICP, as appropriate, to provide a completed and signed
Schedule One to the Electricity Asset and Network Access Agreement after we have received your
design approval submission or design inspection request. Any proposed alterations to the Electricity
Asset and Network Access Agreement may incur additional legal charges and lead to delays to the
Works.
Quality Assurance Inspections and Monitoring
Northern Powergrid undertakes Quality Assurance (“QA”) inspections of assets installed by ICPs prior to
adoption.
QA Inspections are carried out by our enhanced audit team, which is independent of Northern
Powergrid’s connections delivery function. Northern Powergrid reserves the right to inspect any of the
proposed assets it is to adopt irrespective of your or your ICP’s operating level.
ICP work sites are not under the control of Northern Powergrid and ICPs have a duty, therefore, to have
systems in place, such as their own inspections and audit regimes, to ensure compliance with their
health and safety obligations.
We will issue an invoice to you or your ICP, as appropriate, on a quarterly basis, based on the actual
number of inspections carried out for all projects undertaken. The charge for each inspection is £160
plus VAT and such charges are not included within this Quotation.
Table 1 below can be used to calculate the actual number of inspections to be made where you or your
ICP, as appropriate, undertake the contestable work. The number of inspections undertaken will be
dependent upon two factors:


The scale and type of work being undertaken; and



The inspection level, at which you or your ICP, as appropriate, are operating.

For further detailed information about QA inspections please see our guidance document which is
available to download at http://www.northernpowergrid.com/downloads/1974
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Table 1 – Inspection and monitoring levels
Inspection levels
Activity

Inspection (unit rate)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Service installation work including
street lighting

5 service
installations

20%

10%

5%

Service jointing

5 joints

20%

10%

5%

LV mains installation

250m of cable
Installation

50%

20%

10%

LV jointing

3 joints

50%

20%

10%

HV mains installation

250m of cable
Installation

50%

20%

10%

HV jointing

Per joint

50%

20%

10%

HV switchgear/transformer
installation

Per substation

100%

50%

20%

Switchgear/transformer precommissioning checks

Per substation

100%

50%

20%

Overhead line construction

Per scheme

100%

50%

20%

Extra High Voltage - Agreed on project by project basis
Liability
Your attention is drawn to Clause 10, Limits on Liability, of Part 3 Terms and Conditions, which sets out
the liability provisions in the Contract. Please note that these clauses limit our liability to you.
Additional Terms and Conditions
It is important that you read the following in conjunction with Part 3: Terms and conditions.
1.

The Contract Price is based on the information that you provided to us in your request for a
quotation and on the assumption that the Work will be carried out during our normal working
hours of 9:00 am to 4:00 pm, Monday to Friday. If you require us to undertake the Work outside
these hours, we will need to provide you with a revised quotation to reflect your requirements.

2.

If we need to undertake any of the Work in public or third-party land, it may be necessary for us
to obtain legal consents, carry out other statutory consultations or serve highway access notices
before that Work can take place. Whilst we will seek to keep the time needed for this activity to a
minimum, such procedures are usually outside our control and may add to the time we have
indicated will be required to complete the Work.

3.

On submission of your design for approval or inspection, if you have undertaken your own design
approval, we reserve the right to review this Quotation. Where any additional costs are identified,
either associated with Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc adopting your proposed assets, or as a
result of us needing to acquire any consents to carry out the Works, then we will provide a revised
quotation and seek your agreement to the revised price.

4.

Should your requirements alter and a revised or alternative quotation is required, we may charge
you for any additional costs incurred.

5.

If you cancel the Works at any time after acceptance we will charge a minimum administration fee
of £30 plus VAT, together with any reasonable costs that we may have incurred up to the date of
receiving your cancellation. This will include charges for any site visits that we or our Contractors
have made together with any costs of preparatory work carried out prior to cancellation.
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6.

You, or a suitably NERS design accredited third party, are required to submit to us a design for
approval or inspection within a maximum of 90 days from the date of acceptance of this
Quotation. We reserve the right to terminate the contract and return any monies paid, less our
incurred costs, if you, or a NERS design accredited third party, fail to submit a design within the 90
day period.

7.

The design submitted must comply with Engineering Recommendation G88 and all of Northern
Powergrid’s appropriate Codes of Practice and policies. All assets to be adopted by Northern
Powergrid must comply with the approved specifications contained in our G81 documentation. If
it has not been possible to comply fully with those requirements any non-compliance must be
highlighted within the design submitted for approval or inspection or prior to installation on site if
identified at a date subsequent to design approval being given.

8.

Any non-compliances included in your design submission for approval or inspection will result in
rejection of that submission until agreement is reached on the approach to those noncompliances and, in the event that any non-compliances are not highlighted in your submission
and are identified subsequently, any approval that we may have given to the design will not apply
to those non-compliances.

9.

It as a requirement of our framework Electricity Asset and Network Access Agreement that you,
or your ICP, as appropriate, submit ‘as-laid’ drawings to the required specification before the
Connection can be made. Those drawings should be sent to our project engineer and
infoman@northernpowergrid.com for Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc sites and
Records.Information@northernpowergrid.com for Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc sites.

10.

In accepting this Quotation you agree to meet each relevant milestone (the “Milestone”) set out
in the Energy Networks Association’s document “Fair and Effective Management of DNO
Connection Queues: Progression Milestones Best Practice Guide”, as amended from time to time
(the “Guide”). In the event that you do not meet a Milestone, Northern Powergrid may terminate
the Contract by giving you written notice to that effect. The Guide is available at:
http://www.energynetworks.org/assets/files/news/publications/Reports/ENA%20Milestones%
20best%20Practice%20Guide.pdf
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Part 2: The Quotation for Northern Powergrid to carry out the Works and the
Quotation Acceptance Form
The table below details the work required and breakdown of the costs, including Additional Contestable
Works and excluding VAT, for us to undertake the Works.
Connection Work Elements

Contestable Costs

Non-contestable Costs

Installation of Cables

£1,142.73

£465.26

Legal Consents

£0.00

£1,618.76

Other Charges

£0.00

£2,692.51

Substation Plant

£0.00

£465.32

Total Costs

£1,142.73

£5,241.85

Other Charges may include costs associated with project management, operational work and site
supervision.
Once we have received your acceptance and payment we will:


Send you a letter confirming the name and contact telephone number of the person managing
the work on site;



Commence any non-contestable reinforcement Work required to facilitate provision of the POC;
and



Commence negotiations for any wayleaves, easements and leases if they are required.

The final connection to the Distribution System of your proposed assets will not be progressed until a
design has either been submitted to us for approval or we have received a self-approved design for
inspection.
Once a design has been submitted, we will:


Carry out a design approval or inspection as required;



Finalise the necessary documents for any wayleaves, easements and leases required; and



In conjunction with you, plan the final connection of the proposed assets where you or your ICP,
as appropriate, are not undertaking the final connection.

The Works will include:


The final connection of any diverted cables to our Distribution System;



Undertaking the Senior Authorised Person Work associated with all connections to the
Distribution System;



The Additional Contestable Work;

This Quotation includes the cost for 0 metres of excavation and reinstatement work, for the cable
installation.
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Part 2: Quotation Acceptance Form for Northern Powergrid to carry out the Works
(page 1 of 2)
To:
RSXE-RCZX-XKBL
Connection Acceptance
Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc
Manor House
Station Road
New Penshaw
DH4 7LA
Quotation for the Works including the provision of a POC at: BRADFORD ROAD, HUDDERSFIELD, HD2
2JU (the “Premises”)
Enquiry no: ENQ23011615, QUO24010985
Total site import capacity: 1215kVA
Total site export capacity: 0kVA
IMPORTANT NOTE: If you have chosen to submit a design for the contestable work to us to approve,
the design must be submitted within 90 days from your acceptance of this offer as set out within our
additional terms and conditions in Part 1.
I hereby confirm that
a)
b)

I am the Customer or I am duly authorised to sign this Quotation Acceptance Form on behalf of
the Customer and the Customer accepts the terms for the Work in respect of the provision of a
POC in accordance with Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the Quotation; and
The design to be submitted in respect of and all materials used to construct the proposed assets
will comply with Engineering Recommendation G88 and all of Northern Powergrid’s appropriate
Codes of Practice and G81 specifications or, where it has not been possible to comply fully with
those requirements, any non-compliance will be highlighted when the design is submitted for
approval and we recognise that failure to do so will result in any approval being withdrawn if the
non-compliance is not identified until after the design has been approved.

Signed
Name (in capitals)
Designation
Date
This quotation is valid until 06 Jul 2021
Please return your signed form of acceptance and
payment details to
acceptaquote@northernpowergrid.com or by
freepost to:

RSXE-RCZX-XKBL
Connection Acceptance
Northern Powergrid
Station Road
New Penshaw
DH4 7LA

There is no need to make any other reference on the envelope or to attach a stamp.
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Part 2:

Quotation Acceptance Form for Northern Powergrid to carry out the
Works (page 2 of 2)

Your details:

Invoice address: (if different)

Name / Company:

Name / Company:

Address:

Address:

Postcode:

Postcode:

Email:

Email:

Tel:

Tel:

Mobile:

Mobile:

Payment required

Please select your preferred payment
method:

Price of Works

£6,384.59

Plus VAT at20 20%

£1,276.92

Total cost

£7,661.51

Online banking
Cheque (enclosed)
Bank transfer
Credit/debit card
Invoice (Please include a copy of your
purchase order)

Please see Part 3 for details of the ways in which in you can pay for the Work.
Site contact
Please provide details of the person we should contact to agree and schedule the dates for the Work, if
different from the name provided under “Your details” above.
Your preferred connection date:
Site contact name:
Contact address:
Telephone:
Mobile:
Email:
For office use only
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Part 3:

Terms and Conditions

1. DEFINITIONS
1.1

“Connection” means the connection to the Distribution System to be made at the Premises;

1.2

“Contract” means the contract entered into between the parties for the provision of a Point
of Connection to the Distribution System, consisting of Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3 of the
Quotation;

1.3

“Contract Price” means the price stated as being the amount payable by the Customer for
the completion of the Works (net of value added tax) as varied in accordance with the
Contract;

1.4

“Customer” or “you” means the person, firm, or company whose name appears on the
Quotation as requiring the Point of Connection to the Distribution System;

1.5

“Distribution System” means the electricity Distribution System of either Northern
Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc or Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc as applicable;

1.6

“Distributor”, “Northern Powergrid”, “we” or “us” means Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire)
plc and its successors in title or Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc and its successors in title,
as applicable;

1.7

“End User” means the owner or occupier of the premises connected to the Distribution
System through the Point of Connection;

1.8

“Minimum Information” means the information required under Section 16A(2) of the
Electricity Act 1989 (the “Act”) or under paragraph 15.4 of standard licence condition 15 of
Northern Powergrid’s electricity distribution licence (“SLC15”) or such other information as
we may reasonably require if the Quotation is not in respect of an application for a
connection to the Distribution System under either the Act or SLC15;

1.9

“ICP” means Independent Connections Provider;

1.10 “Point of Connection” or “POC” means the point of connection to the Distribution System as
set out on page 1 of the Quotation;
1.11 “Premises” means the premises to be connected to the Distribution System as defined on the
Quotation Acceptance Form signed on behalf of the Customer;
1.12 “Quotation” means the offer made by the Distributor to the Customer to provide a Point of
Connection to the Distribution System, consisting of:
i)
ii)

Part 1:
Part 2:

iii)

Part 3:

The Quotation details;
The Quotation for Northern Powergrid to carry out the non-contestable
work and any contestable work you have requested us to do; and
Terms and Conditions
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1.13 “Quotation Acceptance Form” means the acceptance form to be returned by the Customer
to the Distributor; and
1.14 “‘Work” or “Works” means the Works to be carried out by the Distributor for the Customer
as stated in the Contract and as amended pursuant to these terms and conditions.
2. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
2.1.

These terms and conditions shall be the terms and conditions of Contract. They shall prevail
over any other terms and conditions.

2.2.

The Contract Price is based on the proposed design of the Works and prices current as at the
date of this Quotation. Both parties agree that the Distributor shall have the right at its sole
discretion to vary the Contract Price:2.2.1. following acceptance of this Quotation but prior to commencement of the Works;
2.2.2. if the design of the Works or any of the design parameters alter, are varied or change
during the construction of the Works;
2.2.3. if, for any reason (other than those reasons already detailed in Clause 2.2.2) there is
any alteration, variation or amendment to the Works, irrespective of which party
initiated such alteration, variation or amendment;
2.2.4. if the Works:
2.2.4.1. are not completed within the period of 12 months from the date of this
Quotation;
2.2.4.2. are suspended at the Customer’s request for more than 3 calendar months
pursuant to Clause 5.2; or
2.2.4.3. are suspended pursuant to Clause 6.2.

2.3.

If the Contract Price (“Existing Contract Price”) is varied pursuant to Clause 2.2.1 you will be
notified in writing of the revised Contract Price and we will not commence the Works until
we receive your agreement to the revised Contract Price in writing.

2.4.

If we intend to revise the Existing Contract Price pursuant to Clauses 2.2.2 to 2.2.4 (inclusive)
you will be notified of the revised Contract Price in writing and we will not complete any
Works, the value of which exceeds the Existing Contract Price, until such time as you notify us
in writing of your acceptance of the revised Contract Price.

2.5.

If we notify you of a revised Contract Price in accordance with Clauses 2.3 or 2.4 and you
decide not to accept the revised Contract Price, either party has the right to terminate this
Contract by 7 days’ prior notice in writing to the other. We will refund to you an amount
equal to the Existing Contract Price, less (i) the value of the Works completed as at the date
of termination, (ii) the costs of making the Works safe and (iii) our reasonable costs incurred
at the time of termination, including (without limitation) the costs associated with cancelling
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or terminating any contracts for the supply of any plant, materials or equipment and any
contracts for labour or the costs of the same if they cannot be cancelled or terminated.
3. PERIOD OF QUOTATION
The Quotation is open for acceptance by the Customer for a period of 90 calendar days from the
date of it, or as otherwise specified in the Quotation.
4. DRAWINGS
The Distributor accepts no responsibility for any drawing, design or specification not prepared by it.
The reasonable cost of any additional Work to be carried out by the Distributor as a result of defects
or omissions in any such drawing, design or specification shall be calculated and the Contract Price
varied pursuant to Clause 2.2.2 or 2.2.3 (as applicable). Any drawing, design or specification
prepared by the Distributor shall be indicative unless the Distributor confirms in writing to the
Customer that any such drawing is considered to be in final form.
5. ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS
5.1.

The Work to be carried out by the Distributor shall be that described in this Quotation unless
both parties agree otherwise in writing in which case the consequential alteration, variation
or amendment to the Contract Price shall be calculated and agreed with the Customer before
any alterations to the Works are agreed pursuant to Clause 2.

5.2.

If the Customer suspends the Works for any reason, the Contract Price shall be altered,
varied or amended in accordance with Clause 2.

6. TERMS OF PAYMENT
6.1.

Subject always to Clause 6.2, the Contract Price is payable by the Customer on the date upon
which the Quotation Acceptance Form is received by the Distributor, unless otherwise set out
in this Quotation. If payment of the Contract Price (or any relevant milestone payment
comprising part of the Contract Price) is not made by you within 14 days of the date of an
invoice issued by us then we reserve the right to charge interest on the outstanding balance
at the rate of 3% per annum above the base rate from time to time of National Westminster
Bank plc from the date payment was due until the date payment is made.

6.2.

If the Customer fails to make any payment, including payment of any connection offer
expenses specified in the notice included in the Quotation, when due then in addition to the
rights reserved to the Distributor pursuant to Clause 7.4 the Distributor shall also have the
right by notice in writing to the Customer to suspend all the Distributor’s obligations under
the Contract until such time as payment is made. Any costs, losses and expenses (whether
direct or indirect) incurred or suffered by the Distributor as a result of the suspension and
subsequent resumption of the Works shall be added to the Contract Price.

7. TERMINATION AND TITLE
7.1.

The Customer acknowledges that the Works comprise alterations or improvements to the
Distribution System and that notwithstanding payment of the Contract Price the Customer
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shall not be entitled to any right, title or interest of any nature in any of the assets,
equipment or plant used in connection with the Works or created as a result of them.
7.2.

The Distributor is entitled to enter upon any premises owned or occupied by the Customer to
carry out the Works or to recover assets, equipment or plant belonging to the Distributor.

7.3.

If, following our receipt of your signed acceptance of this Quotation, you delay the
commencement of the Work or otherwise impede the progress of the Work such that the
Work is delayed for a period exceeding three calendar months, this period to be determined
at our discretion, we shall have the right to terminate this Contract upon 7 days written
notice being given by us to you. Following termination of this Contract in accordance with
this Clause 7.3, should you still require a point of connection to the Distribution System we
will only commence or recommence work upon your making a further formal application for
a point of connection to the Distribution System and our issuing and you accepting a new
quotation based on your further formal application.

7.4. Where:
7.4.1. either party (‘Defaulting Party’) commits any breach of the Contract (including failure
to pay on the due date any charge, instalment or other payment);
7.4.2. the Defaulting Party makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or becomes
subject to an administration order or (being an individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or
(being a company) goes into liquidation (otherwise than for the purpose of
amalgamation or reconstruction);
7.4.3. an encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, over any of the property
or assets of the Defaulting Party;
7.4.4. the Defaulting Party ceases to carry on business;
7.4.5. the other party (‘Party not in Default’) reasonably apprehends that any of the events
mentioned above is about to occur in relation to the Defaulting Party and notifies the
Defaulting Party accordingly,
then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy, the Party not in Default shall be entitled
by written notice to terminate the Contract. In any case where the Customer is the Defaulting
Party, and any of the Work has been carried out but not paid for, the Customer shall pay to the
Distributor a sum of money equal to the value of such Work as determined by the Distributor
notwithstanding any previous agreement to the contrary.
8. COMMENCEMENT AND COMPLETION OF THE WORKS
8.1.

The Works shall be commenced and completed on the agreed dates and shall be completed
with all reasonable speed.

8.2.

If the Distributor suffers any direct loss or expense by reason of the regular progress of the
Work having been impeded by any reason other than any act, omission or default of the
Distributor, then the amount of such loss or expense shall be ascertained by the Distributor
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and added to the Contract Price. This Clause shall not prejudice any other rights or remedies
of the Distributor.
9. DAMAGE TO CUSTOMER EQUIPMENT
9.1.

Where in the course of carrying out the Work the Distributor works on or tests any
equipment owned by the Customer or any third party and that equipment is damaged or
destroyed by such Work or tests, the Customer shall bear the cost of repairing or replacing
any the equipment except to the extent such damage or destruction is caused by the
negligence of the Distributor. The Customer authorises the Distributor to execute any such
repair or replacement and agrees to pay the reasonable cost of doing so.

10. LIMITS ON LIABILITY
10.1. Nothing in this agreement shall limit liability for:
10.1.1. death or personal injury caused by negligence;
10.1.2. fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; or
10.1.3. any other liability which cannot be limited or excluded by applicable law.
10.2. Subject to Clause 10.1,
10.2.1. each parties’ total liability to the other party, whether in contract, tort (including
negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, arising under or in connection
with this Contract shall be limited to the lesser of one million pounds and the
Contract Price;
10.2.2. neither Party shall be liable to the other party, whether in contract, tort (including
negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, in respect of any indirect,
consequential or economic loss, loss of contract or loss of profit arising under or in
connection with this Contract;
10.2.3. the Distributor shall have no liability to the Customer in respect of any losses, costs or
expenses suffered or incurred by the Customer (directly or indirectly) as a result of
the failure of the Distributor to complete the Work by any agreed date;
10.2.4. where the Distributor works on or tests any equipment owned by the Customer or
any third party and that equipment is damaged or destroyed due to the Distributor’s
negligence, the Distributor’s liability shall be limited to the lesser of:
10.2.4.1. the cost of effecting the repair or replacement;
10.2.4.2. the Contract Price; and
10.2.4.3. five hundred thousand pounds.
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11. SUBSTITUTION OF EQUIPMENT
The Distributor reserves the right to substitute other equipment for equipment specified in the
Quotation. However, if any such substitution is likely to increase the Contract Price, such
substitution will be first agreed with the Customer.
12. ASSIGNMENT
The Customer shall not, without the written consent of the Distributor, assign the benefit of the
Contract.
13. VALUE ADDED TAX
The Contract Price shall be increased as appropriate by the amount of any Value Added Tax (at the
rate from time to time in force) properly payable in respect of the Work.
14. CONNECTION AGREEMENT
The Customer acknowledges and agrees that, unless stated to the contrary in the Quotation, no
equipment or installation, whether belonging to the Customer or any other person, firm or
company, will be connected to the Distribution System or energised unless and until the person,
firm or company (whether or not the Customer) whose equipment or installation is intended to be
connected to the Distribution System has executed and completed the Distributor’s standard form
of connection agreement for the on-going use of the Connection.
15. SUBSTATION SITES, EASEMENTS AND WAYLEAVES
15.1. As soon as reasonably practicable following the date of the Contract, the Distributor shall
establish its requirements for substations, overhead electric lines, underground electric lines
and all ancillary apparatus and will notify the Customer of such requirements. Insofar as it is
within the ability of the Customer to grant or procure the grant of any conveyances,
transfers, leases, deeds of grant and Wayleave consents required by the Distributor, the
Customer shall do so without delay or charge and on terms acceptable to the Distributor.
Insofar as it is not within the ability of the Customer to grant or procure the grant of any
conveyances, transfers, leases, deeds of grant and Wayleave consents, the Distributor shall
contact the owners/occupiers of the area(s) of land affected by the relevant requirements
and attempt to negotiate and complete all relevant conveyances, transfers, leases, deeds of
grant and Wayleave consents. All payments that the Distributor agrees to make to such
owners/occupiers shall be repaid by the Customer on demand provided that any such
amount in excess of £1,000 (individually, not collectively) shall not be incurred without the
agreement of the Customer. The Distributor reserves the right to delay commencement of
any other part of the Work until all conveyances, transfers, leases, deeds of grant and
Wayleave consents required by the Distributor have been legally completed.
15.2. In the event that the Distributor, having used reasonable endeavours (such expression not
being deemed to require the Distributor to use any or all of its statutory powers), has been
unable to complete any or all of the said conveyance, transfers, leases, deeds of grant and
Wayleave consents within six calendar months of the date of the Contract, or the Customer
has not agreed to the amounts referred to in Clause 15.1, the Distributor shall be entitled at
any time after such date to terminate the Contract forthwith by notice in writing to the
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Customer. If it does so, the Distributor shall refund to the Customer within 14 days of the
date of the said notice all amounts paid by the Customer to the Distributor pursuant to the
Contract less a reasonable amount to reflect the parts of the Work already carried out by the
Distributor. If the Customer has not made any payment to the Distributor, the Customer shall
pay to the Distributor such amount as the Distributor reasonably considers reflects the parts
of the Work already carried out.
16. LEGAL CONSTRUCTION
The Contract shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law and the parties
agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
17. WHOLE AGREEMENT
The Customer acknowledges that the Contract comprises the whole agreement between the parties
and that the Customer has not, in entering into the Contract, relied upon any oral or written
representation made to the Customer by the Distributor or its employees or agents.
18. WAIVER
The failure by either party to enforce at any time or for any period any one or more of the terms
and conditions of the Contract shall not be a waiver of them or of the right at any time subsequently
to enforce all terms and conditions of the Contract.
19. UNENFORCEABLE CONDITIONS
If any provision of these terms and conditions is held by any competent authority to be invalid or
unenforceable in whole or in part, the validity of the other provisions of these terms and conditions
and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be affected thereby.
20. FORCE MAJEURE
The Distributor shall not be liable to the Customer for any delay or failure due to any cause beyond
the Distributor’s reasonable control.
21. ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
There shall be deemed included within these terms and conditions any other terms and conditions
that are contained in the Quotation and are stated to be ‘Additional Terms and Conditions’.
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Part 4:

Additional information

Please note that capitalised terms in this Part 4 have the same meaning as in the Quotation, where
appropriate.
Reimbursement payment under the 2017 Regulations
As set out on page 2, the Connection is a second connection for the purposes of the 2017 Regulations
and we have, therefore, given notice to you that, upon the Connection being made, you may be liable to
pay a reimbursement payment, which we will calculate in accordance with the 2017 Regulations.
The 2017 Regulations provide for recovery of a portion of the costs paid by an initial contributor for any
assets used to extend the Distribution System to facilitate a new connection from any subsequent user
of those assets. As the Work will utilise some assets that an initial contributor has funded and,
therefore, falls within the scope of the 2017 Regulations, we are obliged to issue a demand to you for a
suitable amount of money, which is equal to the appropriate proportion of the net first connection
expenses, as defined in the 2017 Regulations, and appears to us to be reasonable having regard to all
the circumstances, including in particular the maximum capacity you require for the Connection. As the
subsequent contributor, you must, subject to your right to request information and/or refer the matter
to the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority for determination, pay to us the amount demanded within
the time specified in our demand.
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Part 5: Ways to pay
You can pay in the following ways
You must use the Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation as a reference when making
any payment.

Online banking
Transfer a payment direct from your online bank account to our bank account using the
Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation as a reference. Our bank
account details are shown below under “Bank transfer”.

Bank transfer
Contact your local bank to make a transfer to our bank account using the Enquiry (ENQ)
number shown at the top of this Quotation as a reference.
Our bank account details are:
Bank

Lloyds Bank plc, Grey St, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1SL

Sort Code

30-93-71

Account number

03539984

Account name

Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc

Credit or debit card
Call us on 0800 0282017 to pay using a Visa debit/credit or MasterCard or Maestro
credit/debit card, quoting the Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation.

Cheque
If you are paying by cheque, make it payable to Northern Powergrid (Yorkshire) plc and
write the Enquiry (ENQ) number shown at the top of this Quotation on the back. Please
do not send cash or bank notes to us in the post.

Invoice
If you would like us to invoice you, please provide a copy of your purchase order with
your form of acceptance.

For further information please visit our website:
www.northernpowergrid.com/services-directory/making-a-payment
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TDS Technical And Development Services
3 Kennerleys Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5EQ
10 March 2021

Company reference:

Enquiry reference:

N/A

1000027816

Location of your nearest available
gas main
Dear TDS Technical And Development Services,
RE: Plots 1-270, Bradford Road, Huddersfield, HD2 1PS
Thank you for your enquiry, which we received on 08 March 2021. I can confirm that the load requested can
be supplied from the 6" CI main on the attached plan without reinforcement.
Pressure tier - Low Pressure
Source pressure - 26 mbar
Contact us
If you have any questions, please call 07892 701 990, or email us at gtuip@northerngas.co.uk. Please quote the
reference number at the top of this letter when getting in touch.
Kind regards,

Miss Jessica Richardson

1000027816-CP Plan

Proposed Connection
point

Legend

Disclaimer Information

1: 500
0

10
Meters

This plan shows those pipes owned by Northern Gas Networks or the relevant Gas Distribution
Network in their roles as Licensed Gas Transporters (GT). Gas pipes owned by other GTs, or
otherwise privately owned, may be present in this area. Information with regard to such pipes should
be obtained from the relevant owners. The information shown on this plan is given without warranty,
the accuracy thereof cannot be guaranteed. Service pipes, valves, syphons, stub connections, etc.
are not shown but their presence should be anticipated. No liability of any kind whatsoever is
accepted by Northern Gas Networks, the relevant Gas Distribution Network, or their agents, servants
or contractors for any error or omission. Safe digging practices, in accordance with HS(G)47, must be
used to verify and establish the actual position of mains, pipes, services and other apparatus on site
before any mechanical plant is used. It is your responsibility to ensure that this information is provided
to all persons (either direct labour or contractors) working for you on or near gas apparatus. The
information included on this plan should not be referred to beyond a period of 28 days from the date
of issue.
This plan is reproduced or based on the OS map by Northern Gas Networks, with the sanction of the
controller of HM Stationary Office. Crown Copyright Reserved.

User ID

Jessica Richardson

Date

10/03/2021

Grid Ref

414902

/

420462

Internal Use Only

TDS Northern Ltd
Northern House
3a Kennerleys Lane
Wilmslow
SK9 5EQ

25 March 2021

Developer Services
Service Delivery
Yorkshire Water Services
PO Box 52
Bradford
BD3 7YD
T 0345 1 208 482 (Option 2)
Opening hours: 8am-5pm Monday to Friday
Closed weekends and Bank Holidays
F 01274 303046
E wbu.service.centre@ yorkshirewater.co.uk
W www.yorkshirewater.com/developers
Our Ref
Your Ref

U167858

Dear Ltd

Water Availability Assessment for a proposed new development at: Bradley Villas, Land
off Bradford Road, Huddersfield, HD2 2JU

Thank you for your recent development enquiry regarding the above site. Based on the
information you have provided regarding the proposed development we have detailed below our
assessment of the ability to supply water to the site.
1.

Supplying water to the development site
Yes, we are able to provide water to your development site. Point of reference connection
into site 414883 / 420464. Connection to be made into 4" CI main - YW ref
01830017815.

2.

Details of any mains reinforcement work or mains diversions
There are no mains reinforcements or mains diversions required to supply this
development.

3.

Details of whether the development can be fed by gravity or will require pumps/
storage
This development can be supplied by gravity. Min pressures at POC are 63m and max
pressures are 68m (POC height is 168m). Yorkshire Water's distribution management
policies do not guarantee to maintain existing flows and high pressures within the
distribution system. Pressures in general, will be maintained within 15m to 35m head and

this may be achieved by the future introduction of pressure control devices. [Therefore the
only way to ensure future adequacy of a sprinkler system is for it to be supplied by pumping
from a storage tank.]
This assessment is based upon the information available to Yorkshire Water at the present time.
The requirements for mains reinforcement work may change between now and your application
for a water supply where an application for increased demand on the local water network has
been received from other new developments.
I have attached a copy of our mains records local to the site. Please note that our records only
show water mains and that individual service pipes and other privately owned apparatus are not
shown. Caution should therefore be exercised when carrying out excavation works near to our
apparatus.
Should you wish to proceed with your application for a water supply, please visit
https://www.yorkshirewater.com/developers/services/new-water-supply-connections#ls1
and download the relevant application form and Contaminated Land Assessment Questionnaire
(where applicable). Please note there is a fee of £133.00 + £26.60 VAT = £159.60 payable on
application. This is to pay for our costs in surveying the site and providing an estimate for the
cost of your connection.
If you require details regarding the hardness/ softness of the water in the area, these can be
obtained from the YW internet site at www.yorkshirewater.com.
In the meantime if I can be of any further assistance, please contact me on the above number.
When contacting us about this enquiry please quote reference number U167858 this will enable
us to find your enquiry and deal with any queries promptly.
Yours sincerely

Helen Miller
New Supplies Technical Co-ordinator

